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DETECTION OF BURIALS AT THE CONFEDERATED TRIBES OF 

SILETZ INDIANS HISTORIC PERIOD CEMETERY, OREGON: A 


COMPARISON OF GROUND-BASED REMOTE SENSING 

METHODS 


1. INTRODUCTION 

This thesis explores the use of ground-based remote sensing methods at the 

Confederate Tribes of Siletz Indians historic period cemetery. The hypothesis of this 

project is that the use of multiple ground-based remote sensing methods can aid in 

identifying the characteristic geophysical signatures of marked burials at the Siletz 

cemetery. 

1.1. Project Purpose 

The past two decades have seen an increase in the use of ground-based remote 

sensing methods in support of archaeological excavations. Surveys are frequently 

conducted prior to and during archaeological projects to help guide the excavation 

by identifying subsurface anomalies. Rarely are ground-based remote sensing sur

veys conducted without post-survey excavations. Occasionally sites are encountered 

where excavation is prohibited or limited, often due to logistics. Sites containing 

numerous trees or a site located on a steep slope or next to a river are examples 

of logistical difficulties in excavating. Excavation is prohibited or limited at other 

sites for cultural reasons. The Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians historic period 

cemetery is an excellent example of a site where excavation is prohibited, but where 



2 

a functional need to understand the subsurface exists. The Siletz cemetery is similar 

in style to non-tribal Judeao-Christian cemeteries, but differs from many cemeteries 

due to the cemetery being managed by many tribes. Identifying unmarked burials 

or identifying regions free of unmarked burials is important to the Confederated 

Tribes of Siletz Indians, which re-gained tribal status in 1977 [22]. Excavations for 

new burials routinely encounter unmarked burials, and efficient management of the 

multi-tribe cemetery requires knowledge of where new burials can be placed without 

disturbing older burials. 

This project used a ground-penetrating radar, a cesium gradiometer, and a 

transit & stadia rod in an attempt to identify the characteristic geophysical signa

tures of marked burials. These particular devices were selected because they have 

the potential for identifying the geophysical characteristics of a burial, and they 

were accessible without cost to the project. I developed seven research questions, 

based on the accessibility of these devices, to investigate the hypothesis that the use 

of multiple ground-based remote sensing methods can aid in identifying the charac

teristic geophysical signatures of marked burials at the Siletz cemetery. These seven 

research questions are: 
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1. 	 Can the geophysical signature of four marked historic period human burials 
be identified using a topographic survey? 

2. 	 Can the geophysical signature of four marked historic period human burials 
be identified using a cesium gradiometer? 

3. 	 Can the geophysical signature of four marked historic period human burials 
be identified using a ground-penetrating radar? 

4. 	 Can the geophysical signature of four marked historic period human burials be 
characterized in enough detail to aid in the identification of unmarked burials 
within the Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians historic period cemetery using 
a topographic survey? 

5. 	 Can the geophysical signature of four marked historic period human burials be 
characterized in enough detail to aid in the identification of unmarked burials 
within the Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians historic period cemetery using 
a cesium gradiometer? 

6. 	 Can the geophysical signature of four marked historic period human burials be 
characterized in enough detail to aid in the identification of unmarked burials 
within the Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians historic period cemetery using 
a ground-penetrating radar? 

7. 	 Can a combined analysis of the topographic, cesium gradiometer, and ground
penetrating radar surveys be used to characterize the geophysical signature 
of four marked historic period human burials in enough detail to aid in the 
identification of unmarked burials within the Confederated Tribes of Siletz 
Indians historic period cemetery? 

To address these research questions, the data from each ground-based remote 

sensing device was separately and collectively examined to identify characteristic 

geophysical signatures of four marked burials residing in the cemetery. If charac

teristic geophysical signatures of the marked burials are identified, these signatures 

may aid in the identification of unmarked burials within the cemetery. This project 

directly benefits the Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians, and builds upon a co

operative relationship between the Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians and the 

scientific community. This project also contributes to understanding how burials 
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appear in ground-based remoLe sensing data, and explores methods that archaeolo

gists can use at sites where excavation is restricted or prohibited. To foster an open 

dialog with scientists, Robert Kentta, of the Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians 

Department of Siletz Culture & History, has agreed to let all of the data from this 

project be recorded on a CD-ROM [23]. Ground-based remote sensing methods of

ten produce large amounts of data that are difficult to store on transportable media. 

By creating a CD-ROM, the data are preserved for the Confederated Tribes of Siletz 

Indians and allow other researchers to examine the raw and analyzed data. Access 

to the raw data can aid researchers in understanding their own data, and can also 

be incorporated into educational settings where data gathering by students is not 

possible. 

1.2. 	Description of the Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians Historic 
Period Cemetery 

The Siletz cemetery is in the Coast Range mountains approximately 15 miles 

northeast of Newport, Oregon (Figure 1.1). The cemetery si ts on top of layers 

of sediments and basalts which were sea floor before being uplifted due to plate 

tectonic motion to form the Coast Range (for more information on the geologic 

history of Oregon's Coast Range consult Baldwin's [4], "Geology of Oregon" and 

Alt & Hyndman's [2], "Roadside Geology of Oregon"). A more in-depth discussion 

of the Coast Range is not included in this thesis because excavation is prohibited at 

the site. Usually, excavation provides information about the site stratigraphy and 
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an understanding of t.he geomorphology. Addit ionall y, a literature review failed to 

identify information abou t soils at the site. Understanding the subsurface soi ls and 

geology can provide additional data to aid in t.he interp retat ion of the a rchaeological 

geophysical data, but knowledge of the subsurface geology is not. req uired for all 

projects. In part, the intent of this project is to explore methods of identifying 

archaeological geophys ical signatures without complete knowledge of the subsurrace 

soils. 

SlIeU" I"eKhed from US-20 b¥ 

tl.ImlnQ l'Iorth onto OA-2211 (ill,a Hlghw..,), 

Illen turning right onto [at logsden "".d, 

and then turning nOhI 01'110 hgley Street. 


PIGU IlE 1.1. Geographic location of Siletz, Oregon 
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The Siletz cemetery is adjacent to the Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians 

Headquarters on Government Hill in the city of Siletz, Oregon. The Siletz headquar

lers can be reached from U5-20 by turning North onLo OR-229 (Si letz Highway). 

After travelling for approx imately 7.4 miles, turn right onto East Logsden Road. 

Travel east fo r 0.2 miles and turn right onto Bagley Str<.'CL. Head south for 0. 1 miles 

and turn right onto East Swan Avenue. The tribal headquarters is located at 201 

East Swan Avenue (See Figure 1.2 for a legal descr iption of the cemetery location). 

The ton~'.ted TrlbH ofSIleQ IncI..,. 

_ 
N~oric. ~Iod CemelA!,., & IOU'led.-: 

Nol'thwftt Qu.r1Itr 001 the Moc1h'Me$l: QUoIIrter 
of5e<tlon 10 : TOWlllh!p lOS : Range lOW 

"...,."".......... ..,-..........
FIGURE 1.2. Locat ion of the Confederated Tribes of Si letz Indians Historic Period 
Cemetery 
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The cemetery is approximately 300m x 200m in size with a one-lane gravel 

road running through the cemetery. The Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians in

cludes 27 bands [22] and the cemetery has 500-600 marked burials [5]. The majority 

of marked burials have their long axis oriented east-west, and the burials are orga

nized primarily by family, band, and then where space provides. The predominent 

methods of marking burials are headstones, tombstones, and monuments. Along 

with these markers, burials may also display flower arrangements, flags, fences, and 

benches. Marked burials are found in groupings with "empty" space between group

ings. The empty space is identified by the lack of marked burials, but that does not 

mean that burials are absent in these regions. 

1.3. History of the cemetery 

This thesis is made more complete by the following contribution on the his

tory of the Siletz Tribal cemetery by Robert Kentta. Mr. Kentta's knowledge of 

the history and words speak more directly than any words that I might write. I am 

pleased to include his discussion of the history of the cemetery in this thesis. 

History of the Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians' Paul Washington 
Cemetery, Government Hill, Siletz, Oregon. 

The Coast (or Siletz) Reservation was established by Executive Order of 
President Franklin Pierce November 9, 1855. Many aboriginal Tribes and 
Bands throughout western Oregon and parts of extreme northern Cali
fornia had signed treaties agreeing to cede vast tracts of tribal lands to 
the United States. In most of these treaties, the tribes reserved the right 
to remain within their home territory until their permanent reservation 
was selected under the direction of the President. The 1855 Executive 
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Order then marked the creation of the body of people that would become 
known as the Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians, a process that was 
started with the confederation of various Tribes and Bands under each 
of the treaties. 

The area now known as the city of Siletz was to become the headquar
ters for the 1.1 million acre reservation. An U.S. Army Blockhouse was 
among the first structures to be built at Siletz, and a low hill over-looking 
the valley was selected as the permanent site for this main fortification 
against Indian attack on the Siletz Indian Agent and his employees. 
The Siletz Agency was established in 1856/57 under military rule, and 
the Siletz Blockhouse had close interaction with the three forts that 
were built on the perimeter of the Coast Reservation (Forts Yamhill, 
Umpqua, and especially Hoskins). The Agent's house, offices, boarding 
school, hospital and other Agency buildings naturally were erected near 
the Blockhouse, so the low hill eventually became known as "Govern
ment Hill". 

It is not clear exactly when the cemetery immediately to the south of 
the Siletz Agency was established. Most of the very early reservation era 
tribal cemeteries were established near each of the many villages that in
dividual bands established up and down the Siletz River and in other 
parts of the large reservation. It's possible that there were early burials 
of U.S. Army personnel and Siletz Agency employees that started the 
Government Hill cemetery, but the earliest known burials to be placed 
there were tribal members in the 1860's. Family and village cemeteries, 
however, were used most frequently until probably the 1920's. 

In the late 1800's, the Catholic Church was allowed to build a church at 
the east end of the cemetery on Government Hill. Around 1900, there 
were many homesteader families that began moving into areas of the 
Siletz Reservation that had been opened to settlement. About 1912, 
town lots were sold out of the Agency Farm to establish what's now the 
City of Siletz. All of these events brought more non-Indians into the 
community. The Catholic Church had a small portion of the cemetery 
consecrated near the church in which both Indians and some non-Indians 
were buried. Before 1920, the Catholic Church structure was sledded 
down the hill to its present location. 

During WWI, two Siletz boys from the Washington family were killed in 
Europe. The first killed was Paul Washington. The Cemetery was then 
dedicated in his honor. As Siletz families lost control of their allotment 
parcels, they lost access to their family cemeteries and the Government 
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Hill cemetery (Paul Washington Cemetery) became increasingly used 
and known as, "the Siletz Tribal cemetery". 

In 1954, federal recognition of the Confederated Tribes of Siletz was ter
minated under the Western Oregon Termination Act. By 1956, the last 
remaining Siletz Reservation lands were deeded or sold by the BIA. The 
Government Hill property was turned over to the City of Siletz by the 
Tribe. The Paul Washington Cemetery continued to be the main ceme
tery for Siletz Tribal families. 

In the early 1970's the Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians re-organized 
as a group and sought restoration of the federal recognition as a tribe 
that was lost through the Termination Act. In 1977 the Tribe was re
stored. In 1980 the residents of the City of Siletz (by a narrow margin) 
voted to return ownership of Government Hill to the Tribe, to be in
cluded in the Siletz Reservation Act, restoring some scattered parcels of 
land to the tribe. 

There had been no record of burial locations kept over the 120 + years 
of using the cemetery. The consecrated Catholic cemetery area was per
haps the most vague and confusing of all. Around 1978, the first attempt 
to map the Paul Washington Cemetery was made. There were efforts to 
locate and mark older unmarked graves at that time. Many were easily 
discernable as an oval sunken feature. In some cases fragments of crum
bled stone markers, wooden crosses and metal markers indicated actual 
locations. In many instances though (particularly in the older sections 
of the cemetery), it was becoming not uncommon to encounter evidence 
of earlier graves while digging a new one. Prodding the ground before 
digging was sometimes an accurate finding aid, but many older burials 
still went undetected before digging commenced. 

In the 1990's plans were made to re-map the cemetery and also use some 
modern technology to assist us in finding unmarked graves. Richard Ross 
from OSU was hired as our mapper and Jim Bell from Linn-Benton Com
munity College was contracted to use both Ground Penetrating Radar 
and a Magnetometer to try to locate unknown graves. Michael Rogers 
became involved in the project at this time also, and eventually did his 
own additional survey work to check and re-check findings within some 
control plots. The survey results seem to indicate over 100 unmarked 
grave locations that we can now avoid. Disturbance of older graves is 
very upsetting to all tribal members and an added burden to bereaved 
family members who are not only upset about the disturbance of an 
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existing burial, but then have to re-select a location for their recently 
passed loved one's resting place. 

The 	contributions of Mr. Rogers, Mr. Bell, and Mr. Ross have added 
a great deal of planning ability and peacefulness to management of the 
Paul Washington Cemetery. 

Robert Kentta, Cultural Resources Director [24] 

1.4. 	History of the Ground-Based Remote Sensing Surveys at the Ceme
tery 

In 1996 James Bell, of Pacific Geophysical Surveys, was contracted by the 

Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians to conduct ground-penetrating radar and mag

netic surveys at the Siletz cemetery. The intent of these surveys was the location of 

unmarked burials within the cemetery. I served as a survey assistant for most of the 

three-week project. The project used a Geophysical Survey Systems, Inc SIR-2® 

ground-penetrating radar to survey portions of the cemetery and an Geometrics, 

Inc. G-856 proton magnetometer to survey other sections. Fifty to seventy percent 

of the cemetery was surveyed using these two devices. The cemetery was divided 

into smaller survey regions whose size and orientation was selected based on local 

features. Transect spacing varied between prospection surveying (no set transect 

spacing or transect lines) and 3 feet. All data were recorded by hand while in the 

field. No post-acquisition processing was conducted. Bell's project report includes 

a basemap of the cemetery with hand drawn X's marking the location of probable 

unmarked burials [5]. 
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The hypothesis and research questions of this thesis were generated while 

assisting James Bell. During the course of Bell's surveys we used radar or magnetics, 

and did not use both devices over the same region. This is not surprising due to 

the time and money restrictions commonly present during a contract project. While 

we were working, I kept wondering what the data would look like if we surveyed 

the same region with both devices. During the course of the project, Bell and I 

noticed depressions throughout the entire cemetery that had the possiblity of being 

associated with burials. The presence of these depressions inspired me to include a 

topographic survey in my research design. 

While working at the cemetery with James Bell, I had the opportunity to 

collect radar and magnetic data over one portion of the cemetery. These feasability 

surveys indicated possible success of in-depth studies into the use of multiple ground

based remote sensing surveys at the Siletz cemetery. These feasibility surveys used 

a transpect spacing of 3 feet ( 1m), and identified that 1m transect spacing was too 

large an interval. These factors helped form the research design used for this thesis. 

1.5. Description of the Survey Region 

A 15m x 15m survey region oriented on grid north was established using 

a Leopold® transit, stadia rod, and survey tapes. A temporary benchmark placed 

by James Bell during the 1997 survey [5] of the cemetery was used as a starting 

point for placement of the survey grid. The temporary benchmark is 7m south of 

the south-east corner of the survey grid, and is identified by grid position (515m, 
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993m). The transit was positioned and levelled over the temporary benchmark, and 

aligned on magnetic north. An adjustment of 20° 10' degrees west of magnetic north 

aligned the transit on grid north. A fiberglass survey tape was stretched 22m from 

south to north starting at the temporary benchmark. The transit operator gave 

hand and voice signals to align the survey tape along grid north. Once aligned, 

a steel spike marked grid position (515m, 1015m). A distance of 22m was chosen 

to roughly correspond to the 1997 survey. Unfortunately, the 1997 survey is not 

oriented on grid north, or one of the standard orientations. Instead the 1997 survey 

region was oriented on a gravel road that meanders its way through the cemetery. 

The 1998 survey could have been aligned with the 1997 survey, but orienting the 

survey region on grid north retains a consistellcy with other surveys conducted by 

the 1998 survey team. An angle of 3° 10' between the 1997 and 1998 survey grids 

is sufficiently small to facilitate comparison between the two surveys. 

While the survey tape was stretched between grid positions (515m, 993m) 

and (515m, 1015m) a steel spike was driven into the ground at grid position (515m, 

1000m) to identify the southeast corner of the survey region. With the transit 

positioned at the temporary benchmark, a shot was taken to a damaged benchmark 

residing within the survey region. I was unable to obtain information about this 

damaged benchmark and assigned this benchmark an arbitrary elevation of 50m. 

If future investigations provide more information about this damaged benchmark, 
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my data can be converted to actual elevation and positions I Surveying data was 

recorded on a pre-printed survey form (Figure 1.3 ). 

ROOR~. NO SAUl~12!i.. ' ..,nen", ,,' ..S 
SI .,B.s., fS.TNST IROIl III X Y IklIlV.J>NTAI VI'RTICAI 

00' 0 0 00' 'oj 

R0I1" ______ 

PA(]t: 

FIGURE 1.3. Survey Region Form 

U sing standard surveying techniques, the remaining corners defining the sur

vey region were marked through the placement of steel spikes. A final steel spike 

was placed at grid position (500m, 993m) to ensure that my survey region was 

properly tied into the 1997 Bell surveys. With the absence of errors, the plot of the 

traverse data should close to form a rectangle (Figure 1.4). Due to errors in both 

lOut of respect for the people and the families of the people buried within my survey 
region I am omitting specific information about the location of my survey region and I have 
assigned numbers to identify the marked burials. All of the necessary information about 
the burials and the survey region location are recorded in my field notes. Permission to 
access this information must be obtained from the Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians. 
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angles and distances, traverses seldom close. This error is called the error of clo-

sure [28]. Surveying often involves unknown distances and angles, but establishing 

an archaeological survey grid usually involves identifying the corners of a rectangle. 

The survey grid at the Siletz Cemetery is rectangular in shape. This shape allowed 

for angles to be set with minimal error during the traverse that established the 

survey grid. The final survey reading, taken from turning point five, TP5, to the 

temporary benchmark served to identify the error of closure (Figure 1.4). There was 

no observable angular error in the final reading and a distance error of -O.lOm. Due 

to the small size of the error of closure and the desired accuracy for the intended 

surveys, no corrections to the traverse that established the grid are necessary. 

Error 01 Cau... 
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1010-•- 100S!1000 
U 
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Error or Closure = 0.10." 
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X-Grid C_ (M ) 
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FIGURE 1.4. Plot of traverse data, identifying error of closure = O.lOm 
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2. THEORETICAL FOUNDATION 

Harry Burns, "You know, I have a theory that hieroglyphics 

are just an ancient comic strip about a character named Sphinxy." 


- When Harry Met Sally [13] 

2.1. Contextual Archaeology 

Any study of burials must concern itself with placing the graves into a larger 

cultural, environmental, geological, geographic, and temporal framework. Burials 

exhibit a wide spectrum of characteristics. Understanding the factors that create the 

burial characteristics is essential to understanding the burial itself. This approach to 

understanding sites is referred to as contextual archaeology. Contextual archaeology 

demands that sites and artifacts be placed in their larger context; only then can a 

true understanding and interpretation of material culture be obtained [33]. 

Contextual archaeology provides a theoretical framework to help guide 

ground-based remote sensing methods at cemeteries. Cemeteries are, by their very 

design, influenced by cultural factors. Graves can be oriented horizontally or verti

cally, with or without a coffin, using an iron coffin or a wooden coffin, with or with

out grave goods, and many other regional variations. As an example, the method of 

burial at a Catholic cemetery in New York may differ from the method of burial at 

a Catholic cemetery in Italy. The environment in which the grave resides can also 

influence how the person is buried. It might be difficult to create a deep burial pit in 

cold climates [9], and a handy bog might be used to dispose of a criminal [17]. The 
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geological environment can influence the distinctiveness of the boundary between 

the burial pit and surrounding soils. Burial back fill is often homogenized and aer

ated when compared to the surrounding soil [25], but burials in sandy soils might 

lack a clear burial pit boundary. Time is also a factor to consider when studying 

burials. Burial customs change, and a single burial will change over time. Coffins 

collapse, back fill settles, vegetation grows, organic materials decompose, and many 

other changes can take place. Not only do cultural, environmental, geological, geo

graphic, and temporal events directly create the geophysical grave signatures, they 

also affect each other. This complexity is exactly what the contextual archaeological 

framework attempts to manage. 

2.2. Contextual Archaeology and Geophysical Data 

Contextual elements are often identified through literature review, historic 

records, and excavation. Ground-based remote sensing methods provide another 

means for identifying contextual elements. These methods record different prop

erties of the materials being examined. Topographic surveying records changes in 

elevation and magnetic surveying records magnetic properties of objects. The prop

erties recorded by geophysical methods are added to the list of contextual elements 

identified through other means. 

Identifying and interpreting geophysical data can be made easier by recording 

a range of contextual elements. If a buried pipe is known to be iron, then an 

interpretation of a large amplitude, linear magnetic anomaly as a buried pipe is 
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more likely correct, but a correct interpretation of the anomaly can also be made 

without fore knowledge of a buried iron pipe. 

Geophysical surveys add to the list of contextual elements, but historic 

records describing burials at the Siletz cemetery are sparse and difficult to locate. A 

lack of historic records combined with the inability to test excavate makes it difficult 

to identify non-geophysical elements of the marked burials. Lack of this information 

makes interpretation of the geophysical data more challenging, but the geophysical 

elements of the burials may be sufficient for this study. 

2.3. Geophysical Elements Anticipated at the Siletz Cemetery 

A topographic survey using a small sampling size can identify depressions 

associated with the settling of a burial. The size, shape, and depth of the depression 

depends upon the orientation of the burial, use of a coffin, and the length of time 

since the burial [25]. A topographic survey can also identify mounds associated with 

burials [14]. Most sites have topographic variations not associated with burials. This 

makes the interpretation of topographic data difficult, but the topographic data is 

a powerful tool when used in conjunction with other ground-based remote sensing 

methods. The use of multiple lines of evidence leads to an increase in confidence 

when interpreting the data within the contextual archaeology framework. 

Ground-penetrating radar responds to differences between the electromag

netic properties of materials. A ground-penetrating radar wave striking an interface 

between materials with similar relative dielectric permittivities will transmit through 
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the interface with a small portion of the incident wave being reflected. As the differ

ence in the relative dielectric permittivity increases, the amplitude of the reflected 

wave increases. Metal objects entirely reflect the incident wave [20]. Due to the size 

of the ground-penetrating radar wavelength, the ability to detect smaller objects is 

limited. Most non-metal grave goods, and the bones of the buried individual are 

too small to detect [11]. Ground-penetrating radar surveys might be able to detect 

the boundary between the burial pit and the surrounding soil, larger grave goods, 

metal grave components and goods, and variations in the back filled soil [25]. 

Magnetic gradient surveys record changes in the magnitude of the Earth's 

local magnetic field. Cesium gradiometers are sensitive to O.OlnT magnetic field 

changes [29]. To put this sensitivity into some context, the Earth's magnetic field 

is approximately 50,000 nanotesla at 45 degree northern latitudes [18]. If the coffin 

or grave goods contain any iron objects, such as nails, hinges, handles, pins, jew

elry, and iron weapons, a magnetic gradient survey will record the effect that these 

items have on the Earth's local magnetic field. The back filled soil and the organic 

components can also influence the Earth's local magnetic field. Change in the soil 

chemistry due to the introduction of organic matter can lead to a difference in foliage 

growth over the grave [25]. The variance in vegetation along with the aeration and 

homogenization of the back fill soil can lead to a difference in water retention when 

compared to the surrounding soils [25]. The concentration of water in a material 

and the process of mixing soils changes the magnetic susceptibility of the material. 

These changes will show up as an increase or decrease in the Earth's local magnetic 
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field [29]. A difficulty in interpreting magnetic data is the existence of naturally 

occurring magnetic objects and magnetic fluctuations. Lightning strikes can mag

netize the soil, trees that fall over due to moist soil are very similar in nature to 

burial pits, and naturally magnetic rocks can look deceptively like iron grave goods. 

The difficulty in using ground-based remote sensing methods lies in the inter

pretation of the data. It is often difficult to distinguish between culturally generated 

signals and geologic signals. The hypothesis of this project is that the use of mul

tiple ground-based remote sensing methods can aid in identifying the characteristic 

geophysical traits of marked burials at the Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians his

toric period tribal cemetery. The ultimate goal of the Confederated Tribes of Siletz 

Indians is the identification of unmarked burials. Prior to addressing this issue the 

effectiveness of using a topographic survey, a ground-penetrating radar survey, and 

a cesium gradiometer survey to identify marked burials must be established. If these 

survey methods can, individually or collectively, establish characteristic geophysical 

traits of marked burials, then these methods can be used to assist the Confeder

ated Tribes of Siletz Indians in avoiding the disturbance of unmarked burials when 

selecting locations for new burials. 
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3. TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY 


- CALVIN AND HOBBES ©Watterson [34, page 116J . Reprinted with permission 
of UNIVERSAL PRESS SYNDICATE. All rights reserved. 

3.1. Introduction 

Geologic and topographic surveying are among the oldest techniques in the 

archaeologist's tool kit. Approximately two thousand years ago, Eratosthenes mea

sured the circumference of the earth using nothing more than a stick and the shadow 

cast by the sun. He achieved a result with an error less than 5% when compared to 

the current accepted value [35J. In a bind, an archaeologist could get by with sticks 

and shadows, but the modern archaeological tool kit is filled with an assortment of 

old and new survey tools. The Brunton compass, global positioning systems, elec

tronic distance measuring devices, the laser transit, a transit and stadia rod, and a 

total station are some of the devices commonly seen at an archaeological site. 

Archaeologists and archaeological-geophysicists often conduct topographic 

surveys to record site features and changes in elevation to create a basemap of the 
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site, and the surveying interval varies based on the needs at each site. In addi

tion to topographic surveys, archaeologists also use surveying equipment to record 

the provenience of archaeological features and artifacts. During an archaeological 

geophysical investigation a high resolution topographic survey (two meters or less 

sampling interval) not only records the site topography in enough detail to iden

tify contextual elements, but also provides information required to correct ground

penetrating radar for changes in elevation. 

Because burial mounds are not used at the Siletz cemetery, I will limit my 

discussion to burial pits that are placed beneath the ground surface. The process 

of burying an individual often begins by removing soil from the ground to create 

a burial pit. Depending upon cultural practices, this burial pit may be lined with 

stone, cement, wood, or some other liner. Next, the body is placed into a burial 

container or directly into the burial pit. If the body is placed into a burial container, 

the burial container is eventually placed into the burial pit. At this point in the 

interment, the burial pit may be backfilled with the removed soil or capped with 

stone, cement, wood, or some other cap. The final process of burying an individual 

often entails covering the burial with soil. 

Over time, depending upon how the interment was performed, elements of the 

burial will settle. The soil will slowly compact, coffins and burial pit liners collapse, 

and the body decomposes. Each of these processes can be seen at ground level, in the 

form of a depression in the ground or a mound above the ground. Depth (or height) 

and size depend upon various elements of a burial. A high resolution topographic 
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survey measures these elements by recording elevation changes, and depressions or 

mounds due to a burial may be seen in a plot of the topographic data [25]. Based 

on the context, the depression or mound may be easily interpreted as a burial, but 

they can also be related to other processes. The plot of the topographic data may 

be difficult to interpret by itself, but this plot provides collaborative information 

with other ground-based remote sensing surveys. 

3.2. Survey Method 

The topographic survey for this project took 6 hours to conduct on 3 October 

1998 using a Leopold® transit and stadia rod (Figure 3.1). The temperature was 

60°F with partial cloud cover. Derrick Hilger 1 assisted me with the survey. The 

metal stakes marking the corners of the survey region were located and the transit 

was set up over the metal stake marking grid position (500m, 993m). The transit 

was placed 7m away from the survey region to facilitate topographic surveying. If 

the transit was located closer to the survey region, the stadia rod marks could not 

be clearly seen through the transit's telescope. 

Two Keyson® fiberglass surveyor ropes were stretched between grid positions 

(500m, 1000m) to (515m, 1000m) and (500m, 1015m) to (515m, 1015m) to identify 

the baseline and a parallel line to control transect spacing. To identify the O.5m 

spaced survey transects, IO-30m long, Komelon®Corporation fiberglass survey tapes 

1Department of Physics, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon 
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FIGURE 3.1. The topographic survey crew. Derrick Hilger and Michael Rogers are 
pictured with t he transit and stadia rod. 

were positioned at x = 500m, 501m, 502m , ... , 509m marking the first , third, fifth 

.. " and nineteent h transects . All ten tapes started at grid posit ion y= lOOOm and 

stretched to y=1015m. Every other transect, instead of every transect, was marked 

using a survey lape, to minimize the number of times that the survey tapes needed 

to be moved (F' igure 3.2). T he pos ition of t he su rvey transect be tween the meter 

spaced survey tapes was easily identified by looking at the su rvey tapes to either 

side of the transect [1 0]. 

Elevation readings were taken every 0.5m along each survey transect. Ap"" 

proximately every hour , Derrick and I alternated between working the transit and 

working the stad ia rod j switching jobs kept us alert during the monotonous data col

lect ion process. The transit operator recorded the elevation readings on a preprinted 
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(a) The transit overlooking the sur (b) Diagram of the su rvey method. 

vey region. 

FIGURE 3.2. Descript ion of the topographic sur vey method. A baseline (an 
east-west runn ing line) and a parallel control line provide the means for accurate 
horizontal position data. 

form (Figure 3.3). The horizontal position of the corners of the four headstones of 

the marked burials residing wi thin t he survey region were recorded dur ing t he to

pographic survey. After surveying the nineteenth transect, the survey tapes were 

moved to identify the remaining transects. In this fashion the entire site was sur

veyed. 

3.3. Data 

Wi th an elevation reading taken every O.5m, 961 readings were acquired 

for the 15m x 15m survey region. The min imum elevation equals 49.74m and the 
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FIGURE 3.3. Topographic survey form. These forms were created using Microsoft 
Excel®and printed on "Rite in the Rain"®waterproof paper. 

maximum elevation equals 50.172m with an average elevation of 49.944m using an 

arbitrary elevation of 50m for the primary datum. Setting up the transit and grid 

took approximately one hour, and it took five hours to acquire the elevation readings. 

Back in the laboratory, the elevation data recorded on the survey forms were 

hand-entered into a computer database. Once the data were entered and checked for 

accuracy, mapping software was used to graphically examine the data (See Appendix 

C for the raw data). The topographic survey at the Siletz cemetery was conducted 

using a transit and stadia rod due to a total station not being available. It is useful 

to note that the process of hand-recording data and manual data entry would be 
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eliminated by the use of a total station, resulting in quicker and more accurate data 

transfer from the field to the analysis computer. 

3.4. Analysis 

The first stage of the topographic data analysis is a visual inspection of the 

data. This visual inspection looks for data entry errors and potential outlying data 

points. One outlying data point, located at grid position (503m, l008.5m), was 

identified and removed from the data set. Upon completion of the visual inspection, 

the data was plotted using Golden Software Inc., Surfer®. 

The first stage of graphically analyzing the topographic data involves the 

creation of a contour plot. To find the best way to graphically represent the data in 

a contour plot, I tried Linear Kriging, Nearest Neighbor, Minimum Curvature, and 

Shepards Method contouring algorithms. For each of these contouring algorithms, I 

explored the difference between the following contour intervals: O.002m, O.02m, and 

O.Olm. After examining each of the contour plots, which all looked comparable, I 

selected Linear Kriging with a contour interval of O.Olm as clear, readable represen

tation of the topographic data. The data identifying the horizontal position of the 

corners of the four headstones was plotted on a separate map layer. The headstone 

map layer was laid on top of the topographic plot using Surfer®. Overlaying the 

headstone map on the topographic map facilitates the identification of topographic 

changes in association with the marked graves (Figure 3.4). 
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F IGURE 3.4. Contour plot of the topographic data using a a.Olm contour interval. 

Depressions in the vicini ty of the marked burials, labelled Burial- l through 

Burial-4, are apparent upon visual inspect ion of t he contour p10t. Nine depress ions 

are identified and labelled A-I. These depressions are spatially large enough to be 

cand idates for burials. Addit ional depressions present near t he edge of the survey 

region wi ll not be studied because only part of the depress ions appear in the survey 

region. 

Depress ions A,B,C, 0 , and E are contenders for depressions assoc iated with 

the marked burials due to t heir spatial assocat ion with the headstones marking t he 
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burials. Depressions F, G, H, and I are candidates for unmarked burials, but may 

be geologic in nature. It is informative to characterize each depression individually. 

• 	 Depression-A is oval in shape with dimensions O.75m x I.5m and an approx

imate depth of 4cm. 

• 	 Depression-B has a circular shape with an approximate diameter of 1m, and a 

depth of 4cm. Depression-B's position 1m north of Burial-l suggests a possible 

correlation with Burial-I. During a survey on August 3rd, 1997 this headstone 

did not reside within the survey region, but was in place on August 17th, 

1997 and subsequent surveys. This headstone was moved into place sometime 

between 3 August 1997 and 17 August 1997 by an unknown individual for 

an unknown reason. The most likely explanation is that one of the grounds 

keepers noticed the marker out of place and returned the marker to the proper 

general location. Depression-B is shallow and smaller than expected for an 

adult who is buried horizontally, but only part of the burial may have started 

to collapse. Of course, it is always possible that Depression-B is geologic in 

nature. 

• 	 Depression-C is rectangular in shape with two depressions lying next to each 

other at the bottom of the main depression. The long axis of the rectangle 

shape is oriented southeast to northeast, and is approximately 2m x 3.5m in 

size. The two depressions lying within the larger depression are both circular 

in shape with an approximate diameter of 1m. Depression-C is approximately 
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5cm to 8cm deep. This depression is large enough to correspond with a burial, 

but its orientation does not agree with the practice at the cemetery of an east

west long axis burial alignment. 

• 	 Depression-D is roughly rectangular in shape with dimensions 1.5m x 2.5m 

and an approximate depth of 15cm. Depression-D is the strongest candidate 

for a depression in association with a burial due to its size, orientation, and 

location near the headstone marking Burial-2. 

• 	 Depression-E is roughly circular in shape with a diameter of l.5m and a depth 

of 5cm. Depression-E is located just south and east of the headstone marking 

Burial-4, and Depression-E may be associated with this burial. 

• 	 Depression-F is oval in shape with approximate dimensions l.5m x 2.0m and 

a depth of 6cm. 

• 	 Depression-G is also oval in shape with dimensions l.5m x 2.0m and an ap

proximate depth of Scm. 

• 	 Depression-H has a circular shape with a l.Om diameter and an approximate 

depth of 4cm. 

• 	 Depression-lis the largest and deepest depression in the survey region and 

has an unusual shape. Depression-I has a long axis, 6m long, running south

west to northeast at approximately the same orientation as Depression-C. 
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Depression-I has a width that varies from 2m to 5m, and has an approximate 

depth of 20cm. 

It is important to note that my description of the shape, size, depth, and 

orientation of the depressions is based entirely on the contour plot. The contour 

plot is only a representation of the site based on the topographic data that was 

acquired every 50cm across the survey region. For a topographic survey, 50cm 

is a fairly small sampling interval and produces a contour plot that describes the 

broad features of the depressions. Subtle detail, features smaller than 50cm, are not 

recorded using a sampling interval of 50cm. Figure 3.5 is a visual example of how 

the shape and size of a depression can be altered by topographic features on a scale 

less than 50cm. Figure 3.5 compares the effects of creating a contour plot with and 

without the outlying elevation point at grid position (503m, 100S.5m). The data 

point that was omitted from the data set is not a product of a data entry error, but 

rather an outlying data point that appears in my field notes. When including this 

data point in the contour plot, a series of diamond shaped contour lines appear. 

If I were to interpret this contour feature without knowledge of site topography, I 

would conclude that a small, 6cm high, pyramid shaped object sits at grid position 

(503m, 100S.5m). No such pyramid exists, but a small, localized high region may 

exist at this grid position. The pyramid shape in the contour plot is an artifact 

of the mapping software extrapolating from the elevation reading at grid position 

(503m, 100S.5m) to the next elevation readings .50cm away. 
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FICURE 3.5. A comparison of contour plots with and without the anomalous 
elevation reading at grid position (503m, IOOS.om) 

Anot her graphical way of viewing topographic data is t he production of an 

image plot . When producing an image plot , the mapping software ass igns color or 

grayscale va lues to t he maximum and minimum elevation , then produces an even 

gradient of colors or grays transit ioning between the maximum and minimum cle-

vat ions 121}. White often represents the maximum elevat ion and black represents 

the min imum elevation. An image plot is often an effec tive way of looking at topo

graphic data due to the blending of small details into a smoot.her image. Because 

the topographic data is already a sample of the survey region, the blending in the 

image plot removes some of t.he potentially incorrect estimates made by the con· 

touring algorithm. One of the most striking aspects of the image plot of the Siletz 
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topograph ic data is the apparent association of the fou r headstones with depressions 

B-E (Figure 3.6). 
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FIGURE 3.6. Image plot of the topographic data using Surfer's® grayscale palette 

Another effective way of viewing the topographic data is t he creation of a 

3-D topographic plot. A contour plot is t he most effective way to obtain quantita

t ive information about t he topography, but a 3-D plot helps to visualize what t he 

site actually looks like. Usi ng Surfer® I created Figure 3.7 by exper imenting with 

different elevat ion scales, orientation angles, and inclination angles. I selected my 
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F IGURE 3.7. 3-D surface plot of the topographic data 

filial values based on what I though t best represent.ed t.he data. I then used the 

overlay feature in Surfer® to place the posit ion of the headstones on top of the 3-D 

t.opographic plot. . 

3.5. Conclusions 

My first. research question is, "Can the geophysical signat.ure of four marked 

historic period human burials be identified using a topographic survey?" Based 

on an examination of til e cont.our plot and image plot. it appears that depress ions 

http:represent.ed
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B,D,E, and F are associated with the four headstones. Depression-D is the only 

depression that has a clear spatial association with a headstone (Burial-2). Depres

sions B,E, and F are offset horizontally from the position of the headstones. This 

offset may be due to movement of the burials or movement of the headstones. The 

headstone marking Burial-l appearing during the course of this research suggests 

that the headstones being out of position is the likely explanation for the offset of the 

depressions. It is not surprising that the answer to research question number one is 

yes. The entire intent of a topographic survey is to record changes in elevation, but 

the more subtle point is the methodology required to examine topographic changes 

due to burials. A sampling interval of 50cm or less seems necessary, and the use of 

multiple plotting methods and overlays are required to fully analyze the data. 

The more difficult question is my fourth research question, "Can the geo

physical signature of four marked historic period human burials be characterized in 

enough detail to aid in the identification of unmarked burials within the Confeder

ated Tribes of Siletz Indians historic period cemetery using a topographic survey?" 

Based on my analysis of the topographic data, I think that it is difficult to charac

terize the topographic signature of the four marked burials. Depressions B-E look 

different from each other. I do not think that I would be able to identify depressions 

B-E as burials without having the position of the headstones overlaid on the topo

graphic plots. That said, I do notice a pattern emerge when examining the image 

plot. Each depression's shape differs from the others, but examination of the spa

tial position of all of the depressions suggests that they are associated with burials. 
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Depressions G, D, and E form a north-south running line with the depressions lying 

parallel to each other. Depressions C and F also form a north-south running line. 

If burials are placed side by side, then this is the type of pattern of depressions that 

I would expect to emerge. 

My research questions were concerned with identifying the characteristic 

traits of the individual marked burials, but it appears that an examination of the 

spatial distribution of depressions may aid in the identification of unmarked burials. 

In retrospect, this conclusion is not unexpected. I could have easily incorporated 

an additional research question, examining the spatial distribution of depressions, 

at the beginning of my project. I was focused on the properties of the individual 

burials, and was not thinking about the larger spatial distributions. 
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4. CESIUM GRADIOMETER SURVEY 

The most exciting phrase to hear in science, 

the one that heralds new discoveries, 


is not 'Eureka!' (J found it!) 

but 'That's funny ... 

- Isaac Asimov [3] 


4.1. Introduction 

Scientists have been studying the magnetic properties of materials for several 

centuries, but the first archaeological magnetic survey did not occur unti11957 [31]. 

The lack of sensitivity in the earlier devices can be blamed for the delay in conduct

ing magnetic surveys at archaeological sites. The proton precession magnetometer, 

invented in 1954, was the first device sensitive enough to detect the small amplitude 

magnetic anomalies commonly created by human modification of the landscape [31]. 

The proton magnetometer can measure the magnitude of the Earth's local mag

netic field to an accuracy of 1.0nT [29]. Although the proton magnetometer takes 

several seconds to record a single reading [10], this device was used with a wide 

range of success at numerous archaeology sites. Faster, smaller, more power effi

cient, and more accurate magnetometers have emerged since the development of 

the proton magnetometerl. The fluxgate gradiometer and the cesium gradiometer 

are now commonly used at archaeological sites. Both devices are accurate to O.lnT 

lClark [10] and Scollar [29] have excellent descriptions of the history of magnetic archae
ological geophysics. 
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or less [29], and take a reading in a fraction of a second [29]. The rapid speed 

of these devices allows them to be used in continuous mode (at a normal walking 

pace). The sensitivity of these devices is sufficient to detect a wide range of human 

activity. Burning, firing clay, creating iron material goods, and disturbing the soils 

-all have the potential of leaving a magnetic geophysical signature, and the act of 

burying an individual can incorporate one or all of these activities. 

As stated previously, I will restrict my discussion to interments placed be

neath the ground surface. The process of creating a burial pit involves the removal 

of soils to form the pit. Often, organic soils (A-Horizon) and inorganic soils (B

Horizon) [19] will be removed. The process of removing these soils and then using 

them to backfill the burial pit will mix the organic and inorganic soils. This mixing 

creates a new soil with magnetic properties different than the undisturbed soils. 

Organic soils tend to be more magnetic then inorganic soils [10]. The mixed backfill 

will have a blend of the magnetic properties of the original soils. The backfilled pit 

may also retain water differently than the undisturbed soils [25]. In essence, just 

digging a pit and backfilling it has the potential of creating a magnetic anomaly. 

I use the word, "potential" to stress that soil types, environmental condition, and 

human modification of the landscape can differ vastly from site to site. 

The burial pit and its soils may be one source of magnetic influence on 

the Earth's local magnetic field, but cultural elements of the burial can provide 

additional influence. Introducing the body, clothing, wood, and other non-iron 

grave goods alters the iron content of the burial with respect to the surrounding 
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undisturbed soils. Depending upon the site specific conditions, the difference in 

iron content in the burial materials and the undisturbed soil will create a small 

magnetic anomaly in the vicinity of the burial. Iron grave goods and iron coffin 

components will have a larger effect on the Earth's magnetic field, and will generate 

a larger, more localized anomaly. The size, shape, and amplitude of a magnetic 

anomaly can aid in interpreting the anomaly as being associated with a burial. 

4.2. Experimental Apparatus 

The magnetic survey at the Siletz cemetery was conducted using a Geomet

rICS, Inc. G-858 MagMapperTM cesium gradiometer. This magnetic gradiometer 

consists of a control unit, two magnetometers, batteries, cables, magnetometer staff, 

and a carry harness. The batteries, worn on a waist belt, power the control unit 

and both magnetometers. The control unit is also attached to the waist belt, and 

contains the magnetometer controls, a display screen, and a keypad for adjusting 

control settings. A cable runs from the battery pack to the control unit. Shoulder 

straps attached to the waist belt help support the weight of the batteries and control 

unit. Two cables run from the control unit to each magnetometer. The magnetome

ters are mounted on the magnetometer staff. The magnetometers can be mounted 

in horizontal mode (a magnetometer on each end of the horizontal staff) or in verti

cal mode (the magnetometers mounted one above the other on a rod which is then 

attached to the magnetometer staff). When the magnetometers are mounted in 

vertical mode, a weight is attached to the opposite end of the magnetometer staff to 
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balance t he weight of the two magnetometers. The magnetometer staff is supported 

by a shoulder strap (Figure 4.1). 

FIG URE 4.1. Photograph of the Geometries, Inc. 0 -858 MagMapperTM ces ium 
gradiomete r configured in vertical mode. Notice that, I am wearing clothing and 
shoes that reduce the magnetic contaminat ion from the gradiometer operator. 

Each cesIU m magnetometer, individuall y, records t he magnitude of the 

Earth 's local magnetic field to an accuracy 0[0.01 nanotesla viaan optical pumping 

method [29]. This method allows each cesium magnetometer to take a reading every 
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0.1 seconds. The rapid speed of taking a reading allows the cesium gradiometer to 

be used in continuous mode where the gradiometer can be carried at walking speeds. 

With the cesium magnetometers in vertical mode, the values of the Earth's local 

magnetic field from each magnetometer along with the difference in the magnetic 

field between the two cesium magnetometers are recorded by the control unit. 

4.3. Survey Method 

The magnetic survey for this project took 3 hours to conducted on 25 March 

1999. The temperature hovered around 55°F with overcast skies. Rowland French 2, 

Derrick Hilger and Travis Peery 3 participated in the survey. The metal stakes 

marking the corners of the survey region were located and removed. Bamboo skewers 

were put in place of the metal stakes to reduce magnetic contamination. Similar 

to the topographic survey, Keyson® fiberglass surveyor ropes stretched between 

grid positions (500m, 1000m) to (515m, 1000m) and (500m, 1015m) to (515m, 

1015m) identified the baseline and a parallel line to control transect spacing. Ten 

Komelon®Corporation 30m fiberglass survey tapes were positioned at x = 500m to 

509m marking the first, third, fifth ... , and nineteenth transects. Bamboo skewers 

were placed vertically into the ground at one meter intervals along the odd numbered 

2Northwest Geological Association, Corvallis, Oregon 

3Department of Physics, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon 
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survey tapes marking the transects to aid in the identification of the gradiometer 

surface position marks. 

Although the survey region starts with grid coordinate (500m, 1000m), the 

survey ropes and tapes were started 4m to 5m beyond the edge of the survey area. 

Instead of the "lower left hand corner," or the southwest corner, being marked by 

(Om, Om), the survey tapes read (4m, 5m). All of the survey tapes were displaced to 

ensure that the metal components at the ends of the tapes were far enough away from 

the survey region to prevent magnetic contamination. The east-west running tapes 

and the north-south running tapes were offset different amounts to reduce confusion 

when working with the offset survey tapes. In retrospect, using 4m and 5m offsets is 

not the best method. Using different offsets introduces (instead of reduces) confusion 

when moving survey tapes and correcting for the offset. Using entirely non-magnetic 

survey tapes or a standard offset are better methods. Approximately one hour after 

arriving at the site the survey tapes were in place, and the survey region was clear 

of possible magnetic contaminates. 

After magnetically decontaminating myself, by shedding my blue jeans and 

boots and donning running pants and sandals that were free of metal, I strapped 

on the gradiometer. The cesium magnetometers were vertically affixed to the sup

port pole at a distance of 0.50m. The shoulder carry strap was adjusted until the 

bottom magnetometer was suspended approximately 0.50m above the ground. The 

gradiometer was placed into continuous sampling, mapped survey mode [15] with 

a reading taken every 0.1 second. The first transect was surveyed, from south to 
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north, starting at grid coordinates (500m, 1000m) and surveying to (500m 1015m). 

The 0.50m spaced transects were surveyed from grid south to grid north. Each tran

sect took approximately one minute to survey. This corresponds to approximately 

570 data points per 15.0m long transect. The surface position button was pushed 

when the magnetometers were over the meter marks identified along each transect. 

Pushing the surface position button records the position of the gradiometer along 

the transect. Post-acquisition processing software uses these surface position marks 

to extrapolate the position of the readings of the magnetic field between the surface 

position marks. Knowing when the magnetometers are directly over the meter marks 

is a source of error. Under recent development are devices that have a global posi

tioning system incorporated into the control unit to facilitate recording the surface 

position marks. It is hopeful that future global positioning systems with an accuracy 

and sampling speed sufficient to record the precise position of each reading will be 

available at an accessible price. Having such a fast, accurate global position system 

will eliminate the need for extrapolation of data point position by post-acquisition 

processing software. 

A distinct advantage of using a gradiometer over a single magnetometer is 

the removal of natural fluctuations in the Earth's magnetic field. Some common 

fluctuations are: 
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1. The ll-year sunspot activity cycle [35J 

2. The 24-hour solar diurnal variation due to solar winds [30J 

3. The few minutes to a few days solar sunspot magnetic storms [35J 

The two magnetometers configured in gradient mode measure the same mag

nitude for these fluctuations. The gradient is obtained by subtracting the value 

recorded by one magnetometer from the other magnetometer and dividing by their 

separation distance. Fluctuations in the Earth's magnetic field are subtracted out, 

and only the local magnetic effects remain [29J. 

4.4. Data 

With a transect spacing of 0.5m, 31 transects were surveyed using the gra

diometer. Each cesium magnetometer recorded a total of 17,689 data points. Ta

ble 4.1 presents the range of the magnetic data obtained at the Siletz cemetery. 

TABLE 4.1. Range of the local Earth's magnetic field data. 

Magnitude of the Local Earth '8 Magnetic Field 
Minimum Maximum Average 

Top Magnetometer 
(nT) 

Bottom Magnetometer 
(nT) 

Vertical Gradient 
(nT /0.5m) 

53386.76 53565.55 53477.2478 

53246.71 53734.29 53478.2821 

-411.414 440.367 -2.068.5744 
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TABLE 4.2. Results of applying Microsoft Excel's® descriptive statistics analysis 
tool package to the magnetic gradient data 

Mean -1.981222115 
Standard Error 0.217519561 

Median -1.414 
Mode 0.047 

Standard Deviation 28.93010155 
Sample Variance 836.9507757 

Kurtosis 57.36671076 
Skewness 0.104838302 

Range 851.781 
Minimum -411.414 
Maximum 440.367 

Sum -35045.838 
Count 17689 

Assuming burial dimensions of 1m x 2m, each burial is represented by ap

proximately 230 magnetic data points. Statistically, these data should be sufficient 

to identify magnetic signatures associated with a burial. Because the magnetic gra

dient contains the least amount of external interference, I will focus my discussion 

on these data. A visual inspection of the individual data points is not practical with 

such a large data set. The use of descriptive statistics is a common strategy to work 

with large data sets [32]. This initial statistical examination of the data will give 

me an idea of what the data set looks like. Microsoft Excel's® descriptive statistics 

package was used to examine the magnetic gradient data (Table 4.2). 

The mean, median, and the mode are all clustered around 0 nTjO.5m. This 

alignment of these measures of central tendency indicates that the data is normally 

distributed around 0 nTjO.5m. This result is not surprising. Without any local 
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effects, the magnetic gradient would read 0 nT/O.5m for all data points. It is antici

pated that the magnetic effect of human modification on the landscape will produce 

a small magnetic anomaly. In some cases both geologic and cultural magnetic signa

tures can produce large magnetic signatures. Depending upon the type of activity at 

a specific site, numerous, large magnitude magnetic anomalies may be found. This 

first descriptive statistical glimpse at the Siletz magnetic data indicates numerous 

small magnetic anomalies and a few large ones. 

Along with "getting a feel for the data," it is also important to check the data 

for possible spatial positioning errors. The gradiometer control unit extrapolates 

the position of the readings based on the surface position marks recorded by the 

operator. It is important to check that the surface position marks were recorded 

correctly, and that the control unit extrapolated correctly. To examine the spatial 

distribution of the data points, I plotted the X and Y grid positions of the data in 

an XY -Scatter plot using Microsoft Excel® (Figure 4.2). 

Due to the large number of data points, the individual symbols in the XY

Scatter plot blend together to form straight lines. The majority of the data looks 

complete and accurate, but it is evident that a surface position mark is missing 

along the X=501.5m survey transect due to the missing symbols from Y =1014m to 

Y =1015m. The symbols missing from the end of the transect does not imply that 

this is where the missing surface position mark resides. Further analysis is required 

to identify the location of this missing mark. One method of locating the position 

of the missing mark is to examine the number of data points between each meter 

http:X=501.5m
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FIGURE 4.2. XY~Scatter plot examining the spatial distribution of the data points 
along the X=501.5m transect. 

interval. I expect to find twice as many data points in the meter interval where the 

surface position mark is missing. Microsoft Excel® was used to count the number 

of data points in each meter interval along the X=501.5m transect. Excel® was also 

used to plot the data from this transect using a Line plot (Figure 4.3). 

The average number of readings per meter interval for 15 surface position 

marks is 34. The interval from lOOOm to lOOlm, along the X=501.5m transect, 

contains 57 readings. This is nearly double the average number of readings expected. 

This suggests that the missing surface position mark resides at Y=lOOlm. The plot 

of the reading number versus position along the X=501.5m transect (Figure 4.3) 

confirms that Y =lOOlm is the location of the missing mark. If all of the surface 

position marks are recorded accurately and the control unit evenly distributes the 

reading between marks, a plot of the reading number versus position should produce 

http:X=501.5m
http:X=501.5m
http:X=501.5m
http:X=501.5m
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FIG URE 4_3_ Line plot examining the spatial distribution of the data points along 
the X=50 1.5m transect. 

a straight line_ The line in Figure 4.3 changes slope at Y=IOOlm. This change in 

slope is created by the missing surface posit ion mark. 

It is not easy to correct for this missing surface posit ion mark. I could try 

and red istribute the data points, but this action could introduce anomalies into the 

data. The better method is to discard t he readings from Y=IOOOm to Y=lOO l m 

and label the first surface position mark Y=l002m. In t his fashion , I can remove 

the offending data, but keep as much of the accurate data as poss ible. Even with 

correcting for the miss ing surface position mark in this fash ion, it will be important 

to use a critical eye when examin ing the data from this port ion of the survey region. 
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4.5. Analysis 

It is important to recognize that using descriptive statistics to examine hu

man modification of the landscape is tricky business. If Table 4.2 described student 

scores on an ANTHIlO exam, I would discard the high and low outlying points prior 

to selecting my grading curve. When examining magnetic data from an archaeology 

site, these outlying points are probably of interest. When using descriptive statis

tics to examine archaeological geophysical data it is important to focus on the basic 

tenets of statistics, and ensure that these tenets are used to maximize understanding 

of the data. 

Along with using descriptive statistics, it is useful to graphically examine 

the data. Descriptive statistics identify properties of the data, but discard spatial 

distribution information. An image plot, similar to the one produced using the 

topographic data (Figure 3.6), presents the spatial distribution of the magnetic 

data. Figure 4.4 is a grayscale image plot, using Surfer's® preloaded grayscale 

palette and the Kriging algorithm, of the vertical magnetic gradient between the top 

and bottom magnetometers respectively. The most striking feature of Figure 4.4 is 

the large magnetic anomaly near the headstone marking the position of Burial-I. 

Also evident in the image plot are small changes to the vertical gradient throughout 

the survey region. Distinct patterns to these changes are not evident. 

Surfer's® grayscale palette assigns an evenly distributed grayscale gradient 

to the data, but this even distribution may not be the best way to display them. To 
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FIGURE 4.4 . Grayscale image plot of the ve rt ical magnetic gradient using Surfer's® 
grayscale color palette and Kriging algorithm. 
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find the best graphical method I selected Surfer's® preloaded Rainbow color palette 

to explore the benefit to using color instead of a grayscale. Figure 4.5 is the results 

of using Surfer's® rainbow palette and plotting the vertical gradient data in a plan 

view image plot. 

When examining Figure 4.5, I find it easier to see patterns in the data due to 

the use of color; other researchers may prefer greyscale or some other color palette. 

The large magnitude magnetic anomaly near the headstone marking the position of 

Burial-l is still evident in the color image plot, and additional magnetic anomalies 

appear in the vicinity of the headstones. Another spatially large anomaly is seen 

centered on grid coordinate (513m, lO11m). 

Surfer's® Rainbow color palette assigns color in an even distribution similar 

to the way that Surfer® evenly distributes its grayscale palette. Adding color may 

help some individuals better view the data, but using a preloaded color palette may 

not be the best display method. To determine the best method of assigning color 

to the magnetic gradient data, Microsoft Excel® was used to create histograms. 

Selecting a bin size when plotting the data using a histogram is a method similar to 

selecting the color interval for the plan view image plot. The quantitative informa

tion obtained is an advantage to using a histogram, and aids in the identification of 

useful intervals for assigning color. With a maximum gradient of 440.367nT/0.5m 

and a minimum gradient of -411.414nT/0.5m to ensure an adequate view at the 

distribution of the data, I selected a bin size of 5 nT/0.5m (Table 4.3, Figure 4.6). 

http:411.414nT/0.5m
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FIGURE 4.5. Color image plot of the vert ical magnetic gradient using Surfer's® 
Rainbow color palette. 
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TABLE 4.3. Histogram of magnetic data using a bin size of 5nT IO .. 5m. 

Range of iVlagnetic Gradient. Percent of 
Data Points 1IT/ 0.5m 

-100 to 100 
 99 

-50 to 50 
 98 

-·10 to 40 
 96 

-10 to 30 
 91 

-20 to 20 
 76 

-10 to 10 
 48 

-5 to 5 
 30 
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FIC URE ~1. 6. Histogram of the vertical gradient data using a bin size of 5nT /0.5171. 
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Table 4.3 indicates that 99% of the data points fall between -lOOnTjO.5m 

and lOOnTjO.5m. To obtain a better graphical view of the data it is useful to 

zoom-in on the -lOOnTjO.5m and lOOnTjO.5m range, and plot a new histogram 

(Figure 4.7). 

2000 . 

II1800 

1600 

MagneUc Gradient (nT~.5m) 

FIGURE 4.7. Histogram of the vertical gradient data from -lOOnTjO.5m to 
lOOnTjO.5m using a bin size of 5nTjO.5m 

The next goal is to select appropriate intervals to divide the colors in an 

image plot of the gradient data. One complication is that Surfer® uses a percentage 

scale instead of gradient values when assigning colors. It is necessary to decide what 

color intervals to use and then convert these intervals to a percentage. 

http:lOOnTjO.5m
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With these percentages, I could create my own color palette in Surfer®. Because 99% 

of the data points fall between -lOOnT/0.5m and 100nT/0.5m, two obvious inter

vals are -411.414nT/0.5m to -lOO.OOOnT/0.5m and 100nT/0.5m to 440.367nT/0.5m. 

Based on the distribution of data points presented in Table 4.3, I selected the inter

vals for assigning color ( Table 4.4). 

TABLE 4.4. Vertical gradient color intervals converted to percentages to facilitate 
assigning color intervals in Surfer® 

Magnetic Gradient Interval Percentage 
nT/0.5m 
-411.414 o 
-100.000 37 
-50.000 42 
-30.000 45 
-15.000 47 
0.000 48 
15.000 50 
30.000 52 
50.000 54 
100.000 60 
440.367 100 

Using the percentages in Table 4.4, I created my own color palette. Figure 4.8 

is the image plot of the vertical gradient that is a result of applying this color palette. 

By selecting contrasting colors and generating discrete transitions between colors, 

the spatial distribution of the data takes form. Clearly seeing positive and negative 

magnetic anomalies is an advantage to using my color palette. Seeing clear patterns 

indicative of human activity is the most desirable result from plotting the magnetic 
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data using these methods, but the use of my color palette does not highlight any 

features not already evident on other plotting methods. 

4.6. Conclusions 

My second research question is, "Can the geophysical signature of four 

marked historic period human burials be identified using a cesium gradiometer?" 

Two of the marked burials have magnetic anomalies spatially associated with them, 

but these anomalies are not well defined. It is not clear if these anomalies are created 

by the burials. 

My fifth research question is, "Can the geophysical signature of four marked 

historic period human burials be characterized in enough detail to aid in the identifi

cation of unmarked burials within the Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians historic 

period cemetery using a cesium gradiometer?" With an inability to answer my sec

ond research question I must say that the answer to this question is no. There are 

no clear magnetic anomalies associated with the four marked burials. 

It seems strange that the burial pits of the marked burials do not have a 

magnetic signature. Not being able to conduct test excavations severely limits my 

ability to understand the results of the magnetic survey. The poor results of the 

magnetic survey may also be isolated to the small portion of the cemetery chosen 

for this project. Other burials at the cemetery may have more identifiable magnetic 

signatures. 
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FIGURE 4.8. Color image plot of t he vertical gradient using my color inte rvals 
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5. GROUND-PENETRATING RADAR SURVEY 

God runs electro magnetics by wave theory 

on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, 


and the Devil runs them by quantum theory 

on Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. 


- William Bragg [8] 

5.1. Introduction 

The past decade has witnessed an impressive increase in the processing power 

of desktop and laptop computers, and the use of CPR on archaeological projects 

has also increased dramatically. Increased computer processing and more efficient 

power usage has made field use of CPR more viable. Large amounts of data can be 

gathered, digitally stored, initially processed while still in the field, and transported 

to the laboratory for in-depth analysis. 

Even with this processing power, the success of a CPR survey to identify 

subsurface features is very dependent upon the material that the radar signal is 

travelling through. When the soils at a site are conducive to propagating a radar 

wave, a CPR survey can yield information about the three-dimensional spatial posi

tion of stratigraphic layers and subsurface features. Because a CPR survey records 

the reflection of the radar wave from a subsurface object, it is often difficult to know 

precisely what object created the reflection. Many different objects can have the 

same reflection. To correctly interpreting the data all of the following are help

ful: results from other CPR surveys, computer modelling, knowledge of the site, 
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knowledge of possible features, and experience. Ground-penetrating radar is sensi

tive to the relative dielectric permittivity of materials and the radar wave reflects 

back to the antenna upon striking an interface between materials with different rel

ative dielectric permittivities [11]. When dug, a burial pit has distinct walls and a 

floor. The walls and floor create interfaces between the undisturbed soils and the 

material in the burial pit. If the relative dielectric permittivity of the undisturbed 

soil is different from the relative dielectric permittivity of the materials in the burial, 

the radar wave will reflect from this interface. The amplitude of the reflected wave 

will be larger if the difference between the two relative dielectric permittivities is 

larger. Objects within the burial also create interfaces between different materials, 

and these objects may reflect the radar wave. The larger the interface and the 

larger the difference in relative dielectric permittivities, the more likely it is that the 

radar wave will be reflected. The depth into the soil and the size of the interfaces 

that can be detected are dependent upon the frequency of the antenna being used. 

The higher the frequency, the shallower the penetration, but smaller objects can be 

detected. 

5.2. Experimental Apparatus 

The primary components of a standard GPR device are the control unit, the 

transmitting antenna, the receiving antenna, the antenna cable, the display, and 

the power supply. External data storage devices, keyboards, survey wheels, and 

thermal printers are additional devices often used with the standard GPR device. 
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A Geophysical Survey Systems, Inc. SIR-2 GPR with a 500MHz antenna was used 

to conduct the GPR surveys at the Siletz cemetery. 

The SIR-2® transmits 8,000 to 64,000 radar pulses per second into the 

ground [16]. Due to the enormous number of pulses being transmitted in such a 

short time, the control unit must sample the reflected wave data. The SIR-2® con

trol unit allows the user to set the samples per scan to 128, 256, 512, 1024, or 2048. 

The higher the number the more data points per pulse (often called scan or trace), 

but the larger the data file. For archaeological applications where the features of 

interest lie 2m-3m beneath the surface 512 samples per scan is often sufficient [11], 

and this setting was used during my surveys of the cemetery. Another adjustable 

parameter that is linked to the samples per scan setting is the range (or time win

dow). For my survey I set the range to lOOns. All reflected waves received after 

lOOns were discarded. By increasing the range, radar signals from deeper into the 

ground will be recorded, but the trade off is less resolution due to the samples per 

scan setting. For example, if the samples per scan is set to 512 and the range is 64ns 

then eight data points will be recorded every nanosecond. If the range is changed 

from 64ns to 128ns and the samples per scan remains at 512, then only four data 

points are recorded for every nanosecond. It is advantageous to set the range to 

an appropriate value for a particular study area to maximize the amount of data 

recorded per nanosecond and keep the data files a manageable size. 

There are two more adjustable parameters that are essential to keeping data 

files manageable. The bits per sample can be set to 8 or 16. The benefit of selecting 
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16 bits per sample is better resolution of smaller objects, but this setting doubles 

the file size. When each 20m long transect can produce files 1-2 Megabytes in 

size using a setting of 8 bits per sample, careful consideration must be given to 

the appropriate bits per sample setting. With recent development of large (greater 

than 60 Gigabytes) and inexpensive harddrives, it will be easier to record 16 bits 

per sample in the field. Eight bits per sample were used during the Siletz survey. 

The user can also set the scans per second to 16, 24, 32, 48, or 64. This setting 

is used when the GPR survey is conducted in continuous mode. Again, because of 

the enormous number of pulses per second, the control unit must also sample the 

number of scans recorded. The scans per seconds is a horizontal sampling of the 

data, where the samples per scan is a vertical sampling of the data. The scans per 

second is set based on the speed that the radar antenna is pulled along the survey 

transect. The faster the antenna is pulled the larger the scans per second need to 

be in order to record sufficient data. Because I was pulling the antenna by hand at 

a walking pace, I used 32 scans per second. 

When the antenna is pulled slowly, multiple pulses can be stacked to improve 

the signal-to-noise ratio. If the stack is set to 4, then the average of 4 consecutive 

scans is computed. The amplitude of a reflection from a subsurface feature will 

average to a value approximately equal to the amplitude of the reflection, but noise 

will average to a smaller value or zero. Scan stacking allows for better identification 

of low amplitude reflections. Not only can stacking help in identifying low amplitude 

reflections, stacking also helps reduce the file size. A disadvantage to stacking is the 
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requirement that the antenna be moved slowly. Walking speed is often slow enough 

to facilitate stacking. Because stacking can be performed as a post-acquisition 

process, I chose not to stack pulses while conducting the survey. 

Additional filters are available that can be applied during or after the sur

vey. Low Pass and High Pass Vertical Frequency filters, Horizontal Smoothing, and 

Horizontal Background Filters assist in removing unwanted noise from the data. I 

used GSSI's 500D stored settings which automatically set the filters (see Appendix 

E for a list of GSSI's 500D settings). 

A final, important setting is the gain. As the radar wave travels deeper into 

the ground, the amplitude of the wave decreases. This decrease is due to reflections 

from interfaces and attenuation due to travelling through different media. Under 

ideal conditions, identical objects at the same depth in the same material generate 

reflected signals with the same amplitude. Now move one of the identical objects 

deeper into the ground and the deeper object will have a smaller reflection amplitude 

due to the radar wave travelling though more soil. If this object is moved even 

deeper into the ground the reflection amplitude may get so small that it cannot be 

identified. By applying gains to the signal the amplitude of the reflection from the 

deeper object is "boosted" to facilitate better identification. Gain adjustments can 

be made at varying depths and with varying intensity. During my surveys I chose 

to let the SIR-2® control unit automatically set the gains. 

After reviewing the possible SIR-2® settings, I hope that it is evident that 

using a GPR is far more complicated than conducting a topographic or gradiometer 
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survey. An experienced GPR operator can adjust all of the settings to maximize 

the success of a GPR survey at any given site. Even with experience it is difficult 

to understand all of the complexity of the subsurface materials at a particular site. 

The challenge of setting up the GPR at a site such as the Siletz cemetery is in

creased due to the restriction on excavation to obtain information about the soils 

and stratigraphic layers. 

5.3. Survey Method 

The GPR survey took 7 hours to conducted on 26 May 1998 using the Geo

physical Survey Systems, Inc., SIR-2® with a 500MHz antenna. The temperature 

was between 50°F and 60°F. James Mayer 1 helped conduct the survey. Similar 

to the topographic and magnetometer surveys, Keyson® fiberglass surveyor ropes 

stretched between grid positions (500m, 1000m) to (515m, 1000m) and (500m, 

1015m) to (515m, 1015m) identified the baseline and a parallel line to control tran

sect spacing. Two Plumb fiberglass survey tapes were positioned at X = 500m 

and X = 501m marking the first and third transects. Bamboo skewers were placed 

horizontally on the ground at 1.0m intervals along the survey tapes marking the 

transects to aid in the identification of the antenna surface position (Figure 5.1). 

Starting with the antenna at grid position (500m, lOOOm) the antenna oper

ator pushed the antenna handle button to open the data file and begin recording, 

1Department of Anthropology, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon 
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FIGURE 5.1. CPR survey method. Bamboo skewers used to ident ify every meier 
along t ransects can be seen in this photograph. 

and then pushed the antenna handle button again to create the first tick mark. The 

antenna was pulled from south to north along transect one, marking the antenna 

surface pos ition every meter by watching for the bamboo skewers and pushing the 

antenna handle button. Each time the anten na hand le button is pushed, a t ick mark 

is recorded in t he data fi le t hat corresponds the a ntenna 's surface position to the 

appropriaLe data t race. At t he end of the transect , the antenna operator pushed 

and held t.he antenna hand le button until the control unit operator informed the 

antenna operator that. the data file was successfully closed and saved . An undesir

able feature of t.he SIR-2® is its remote saving procedure. If the antenna operator 

pushes and holds t.he ant.enna handle button for less than three seconds, the data 

file is paused. If the antenna handle but.ton is pushed and held for more than three 
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seconds the data file is closed and saved. When the data file is successfully saved 

the control unit emits a distinct sequence of tones, but the antenna operator is often 

out of hearing range of the control unit. The pausing option creates an environment 

that requires the antenna operator and the control unit operator to continually and 

carefully communicate with each other to ensure that the data files are being saved 

properly. 

To decrease the survey time, transects were surveyed in a bi-directional pat

tern, surveying from south to north on odd-numbered transects, then north to south 

on even-numbered transects. While surveying the even-numbered transects, the an

tenna operator used the survey tapes on either side of the antenna to identify the 

location of the transect. After surveying three transects the survey tapes were 

moved and the process repeated. In this fashion 31 north-south oriented transects 

were surveyed. 

Upon completion of the north-south oriented survey the surveyor ropes iden

tifying the baseline and the parallel control line were moved. The surveyor ropes 

were stretched between grid positions (500m, lOOOm) to (500m, 1015m) and (515m, 

lOOOm) to (515m, 1015m) identifying the meridian and a parallel control line. Using 

the same survey method 31 east-west oriented transects were surveyed. 

While the survey was being conducted the control unit operator monitored 

the display screen to ensure that the radar was functioning properly and identified 

any interesting anomalies that required further study while at the site. The control 
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unit operator also recorded the file name, the t ransect, the survey direction, and any 

surface features (such as tree roots , holes, bushes, etc.) for each t ransect (Figure 5.2). 

FIG URE 5.2. The GPR control uni t operator. James Mayer IS pict.ured III t he 
"mobile command unit. n 

5.4. Data 

While conduct ing the CPR survey, t he data from each transect was recorded 

t.o t. he SIR-2® control unit harddrive. The SIR-2® control unit. automatically names 

t. he fil es using a sequent ial file naming system (filel.dzt , file2.dzt,... ). The N-S 

or iented CPR survey produced 31 files and the E- W or iented survey produced an 

addit ional 31 files . Each of these files is approximat.ely 1MB in size. T hese files 
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contain the GSSI header information, the trace position of the surface marks, and 

the amplitude and two-way travel time of the radar reflections. 

Upon completion of the survey, the data were transferred from the SIR-2® 

control unit to an analysis computer. This transfer can be conducted while in the 

field (if you have a portable computer) or in the laboratory. The transfer of data was 

a labor intensive process with the model of SIR-2® that I used. This version of the 

SIR-2® uses an older 486 computer processor that relies upon older data transfer 

technology. I had to dig around to find an analysis computer that contained a 

486 processor running MS-Dos v. 6.2. The transfer can be conducted using a bi

directional parallel port or the serial port. I could not find an appropriate computer 

with a bi-directional port, and had to sit through the painstakingly slow process of 

transferring approximately 60Megabytes of data through a serial port. Fortunately, 

GSSI has upgraded their GPR control units to use more modern transfer protocols 

and faster ports. Unfortunately, the older devices are still in use (Figure 5.3). 

Once the data was transferred from the control unit to the analysis computer 

it was copied onto a Zip disk, and then archived on a laboratory computer and 

burned to a CD-ROM. The data was renamed from the GSSI format of FILE*.dzt 

to SLTZ* .dzt. In this manner the files can be recognized as originating from the 

Siletz (SLTZ) site, and prevent erasure by accidently copying data from subsequent 

surveys over top of these files. 
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FIGURE 5.3. Transferring data from the CPR control unit. 

5.5. Analysis Method 1 Visual Inspection of t he GPR Profiles 

The most fundame ntal way to analyze CPR data is to exam ine the raw data 

from a single t ransect in profile view, where the X-axis is the scan number and the 

Y-axis is the two-way travel time (in nanoseconds). Raw data are often difficult to 

interpret due Lo change::! ill walking speed and noise. By recording a surface posit ion 

mark every meter along a t ransect, software can be used to adjust for va riat ions in 

walking speed. This process is often referred to as "rubbcrsheet ing," where the data 

between surface position marks are st retched or compacted to create equal intervals 

between surface position marks. Jeff Lucius's program GPR_DISP was used to 

rubbersheet the data and display them in profile view. After rubbersheeting, the 

X~ax i s is displayed as the horizontal d istance along the transect (in meters) and 
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the Y-axis is the two-way travel time (in nanoseconds). The rubbersheeted GPR 

profiles are presented in Appendix F. 

Common reflections seen in GPR profiles are hyperbola, planar, and clutter. 

Hyperbola shaped reflections are generated from point objects such as pipes, large 

rocks, voids, and tunnels. If the antenna transmitted a very narrow radar signal, 

than the reflection from a buried point object would appear as a point reflection. 

Instead, due to the design of radar antennas, the antenna transmits a radar signal 

in an asymmetric cone shape. As the antenna is pulled along a survey transect, the 

cone shape of the radar signal will contact a buried object before the antenna is 

directly over the object. Because the first part of the radar signal to contact the 

object travels diagonally from the antenna to the object the signal recorded appears 

deeper than the actual object. As the antenna gets closer to being over the object 

the time it takes the radar signal to reach the object decreases, with the shortest 

time occurring when the antenna is directly over the object. As the antenna is 

pulled beyond the object the "tailend" of the radar cone will continue to bounce off 

of the object with increasing travel time. The resulting reflection has the shape of 

a hyperbola (Figure 5.4). 

Planar reflections are created by planar features such as stratigraphic layers, 

flat buried objects, and flat compacted surfaces. A planar reflection is created when 

the radar signal bounces from the linear feature in the ground. As an example, 

consider an ideal case of a buried concrete pad that is parallel to the ground surface. 

As the antenna is pulled along the surface, the distance between the antenna and 
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(a) Lead ing edge of (b) Center of radar cone (e) Tail edge of rad ar 

radar cone refl ects from refl ects from object cone reflects from object 

object 

FIGURE 5.4. Creation of a hy perbola shaped signal from subsurface point-like 
objects due to the conical shape of t he radar signal 

t he buried concrete pad does not change. Each radar pulse that re flects from the 

concrete pad will have the same approximate two-way travel time and appear as a 

planar refl ection in the radar profile. Due to t he asym met rical cone shape of the 

radar signal, t he planar refl ection will appear as a wide strip instead of a thin line. 

The wid t h of t he planar reflection is re lated to the size of the radar cone. 
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Clut ter reflections are produced due to variations in the soils. These small 

variat ions create numerous reflect ions t hat may be important pieces of informa

lion depending upon the study being conducted. Figure 5.5 conta ins examples of 

common G P R reflect ions. 

• ,
; 
· ;
• 

FIGURE 5.5. Examples of common C PR reRections 

Visual inspection of the C PR profiles gathered at t he Siletz cemetery iden

tifies all three types of commonly seen reflections. There are clutter reflections 

throughout a11 of the profi les with two regions of increased "acti vity" from Ons-20ns 
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and 40ns-60ns. Both of these regions appear to have a larger number of clutter 

reflections and hyperbola reflections when compared to the other regions in the 

profiles. There are also numerous 1 m-3m long planar reflections throughout the 

profiles. Due to the absence of longer planar reflections, there is no clearly defined 

stratigraphic layers, but the 40ns-60ns region has a suggestive number of planar 

features that may correspond to a stratigraphic layer. 

One of the difficulties in interpreting GPR data is not knowing the reflector 

depth, in meters, beneath the surface. The GPR control unit records the two-way 

travel time of the radar wave. To convert this two-way travel time to depth it 

is necessary to have knowledge of the velocity of the radar wave in the different 

subsurface materials 2. At a site where excavation is prohibited, obtaining this 

knowledge is difficult. Due to the restrictive nature of working at a cemetery, my 

analysis is restricted to working with two-way travel time. It is anticipated that the 

burial pit floors at the cemetery are 2m-3m beneath the surface, but it is not clear 

what two-way travel times correspond with these depths. This complicates positive 

identification of the burial pit floors of the four marked burials within the study 

area. 

A burial should create a planar or partially hyperbola shaped reflection due 

to its rectangular or pit shape. Objects within the burial pit that are large enough to 

2Conyers and Goodman's book, Ground-Penetrating Radar: An Introduction for Archae
ologists contains an excellent chapter on methods of converting two-way travel time into 
depth below surface. 
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reflect. radar waves should create hyperbola shaped reflections [1 1]. Large amplitude 

planar reflections at an approximate depth of 50ns in the vicini ty of the marked 

burials a re apparent in t he profiles. These refl ect.ions are evident ( Figure 5.6), but 

are d ifficul t. to characte rize as burials. 

i 

! 


(a) GPR signals from Burial- ! and Burial-3 

i 

! 

i 

! 


(h) G PR signals from Burial-2 and Burial-4 

F IGU RE 5.6. CPR signals from t he four ma rked buria ls 
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Examination of the radar profiles identifies numerous reflections that have 

similar shape and amplitude to the reflections that appear spatially associated with 

the horizontal position of the marked burials. These other reflections mayor may not 

be burials due to the difficulty in characterizing the GPR signature of the marked 

burials. It is clear that there are reflectors located beneath the surface. If I did 

not know that these positions corresponded with marked burials, however, I would 

simply identify these reflectors as GPR anomalies. 

5.6. Analysis Method 2 : GPR Time Slices 

Examining the data in profile view is only one method of examining the data. 

It is also possible to use software to assemble the individual profiles into a three-

dimensional data set. This three-dimensional data set can be examined in profile 

view or plan view. Plan view plots have the advantage of presenting the horizontal 

association of the data, and are often referred to as time, amplitude, or depth slices. 

To create time slices of the Siletz GPR data I used a beta version of the program 

GPR_Process 3 

GPR_Process is a windows interface to a series of C++ programs that gen

erate the required files to create time slices. Because the survey was conducted 

using a bi-directional survey, the first step is to "flip" every other profile to have 

3Development team: L. Conyers, J. Lucius, M. West. For additional information please 
contact Lawrence B. Conyers, Dept. of Anthropology, University of Denver, 2130 S. Race 
Street, Denver, CO 80208, 303-871-2684 (phone), 303-871-2740 (fax), Iconyers@du.edu 

mailto:Iconyers@du.edu
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all of the profiles align correctly (note: when printing out the rubbersheeted GPR 

profiles included in Appendix F, the profiles were aligned by flipping every other 

profile). Along with aligning the profiles it is necessary to create XYZ files that tell 

GPR_Process information about the survey grid. With information about the grid, 

GPR-Process then reads each data file and extracts the scan position of the surface 

position marks and creates a *.MEDT file. GPR_Process examines these *.MEDT 

files to see if the number of surface position marks agree with the size of the grid. It 

is very easy to miss hitting the surface position mark when conducting the survey. 

If any errors are located GPR_Process notifies the user and allows the user to add in 

the missing mark. The *.MEDT file contains the mark number, the trace number, 

and the number of traces between the previous mark and the mark in question. 

If the walking pace while pulling the antenna was fairly constant, it is often easy 

to spot the missing mark by examining the number of traces between marks. The 

missing mark is where the number of traces between marks is double that of all the 

other marks. The next step introduces error, but is required to create time sliced 

plots. Based on the average number of traces between marks, a trace is selected to 

represent the missing mark. The position of the missing mark is certainly wrong 

and will incorrectly plot the position of the reflections surrounding this missing mark 

during the rubbersheeting process. This method is less than ideal; the ideal is to 

not miss any marks while in the field, but this is the only way to correct such a 

mistake. When I conducted the GPR survey I did not know that the first push of 

the surface position button started recording data and that a second push of the 
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button was required to record the first surface position mark. Everyone of Siletz 

CPR files was missing the first surface position mark. Fortunately I discovered my 

mistake and easily identified the location of the missing marks, but the process of 

hand-entering marks into 62 files was labor intensive. 

Once all of the *.MEDT files are corrected for missing marks, CPR_Process 

creates the final * .MRK files that will be used to create the time slices. There are 

several settings necessary to create time slices. The #-of-cells setting instructs 

CPR_Process as to how many horizontal data points to include in the time slice. 

The product of a time slice is a *.DAT file that contains X, Y, and Amplitude 

information that can be imported into mapping software. During the Siletz survey 

the antenna was continuously pulled along a transect, then moved over 0.5m to the 

next transect. The sampling interval in one direction is 0.5m, but much smaller 

in the other direction. The #-of-cells setting allows the sampling interval in the X 

and Y directions to be defined. It is possible to extrapolate additional data points 

between the 0.5m transects. CPR_Process compares reflections across transects, and 

extrapolating a few points between transects produces data for smoother plotting. 

Setting the Box-Size tells CPR-Process how to average the reflection am

plitudes across transects. The Box-Size is related to the #-of-cells size in generating 

good plots. A Box-Size is also set in the Z direction. This setting tells CPR_Process 

how "thick" to make the time slice. My profiles go from Ons to lOOns along the Z

axis. If I set the Z-Box-Size to lOns, CPR_Process will produce 10 time slices where 

each slice is a IOns thick average of the reflection amplitudes. A final important 
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setting tells GPR_Process whether or not to remove background noise. Background 

noise appears as horizontal bands in the data. These horizontal bands can obscure 

important data, but removing the background noise also removes any horizontal 

reflections in the data. It is usually advantageous to look at the data with and 

without the background removed. 

After examining the results of different slice parameters (see Appendix G) the 

following settings were used to create time slices of the E-W GPR data: #-of-cells 

= (15,15,10), and box-size=(O.25m, O.75m, IOns). Figure 5.7 is the 50ns to 60ns 

time slice that contains the probable burial reflections identified when examining 

the GPR profiles. 

Visual inspection of the 50ns to 60ns time slice identifies a strong GPR reflec

tion spatially associated with marked Burial-4, and no GPR reflections associated 

with the other three marked burials. The presence of reflections in the GPR profiles 

for all four marked burials and the absence of reflections in the time slice for three 

of the burials is curious. The absence of reflections in the time slice may have to 

do with the averaging processes involved in creating the time slice. More in-depth 

post-acquisition processing may assist in producing a time slice that identifies the 

GPR reflections from all four marked burials. Such post-acquisition processing is 

time consuming and beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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F IG URE 5.7. 50ns to 60ns time slice of marked bur ials 
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5.7. Conclusions 

My third research question is, "Can the geophysical signature of four marked 

historic period human burials be identified using a ground-penetrating radar?" An 

examination of the radar profiles identified radar reflections approximately 50ns 

deep that appear spatially associated with the position of the four marked burials. 

The plan view time slice from 50ns to 60ns identified a GPR reflection spatially 

associated with marked Burial-4, but failed to identify reflections from the other 

three marked burials. A GPR survey seems capable of identifying burials at the 

Siletz Cemetery. Post-acquisition processing seems necessary to fully analyze the 

data and identify the reflections from burials in the plan view time slices. 

My sixth research question is, "Can the geophysical signature of four marked 

historic period human burials be characterized in enough detail to aid in the identi

fication of unmarked burials within the Siletz cemetery using a ground-penetrating 

radar?" Based upon my examination of the radar profiles and time slices I am 

unable to characterize the reflections that are spatially associated with the marked 

burials. Although I am unable to characterize the radar signatures of the marked 

burials, this does not mean that a characteristic signature does not exist. Ana

lyzing radar data is a complex process. Additional filtering, stacking, and gain 

adjustments might identify a characteristic signature of the marked burials. This 

additional post-acquisition processing is time consuming, requires the appropriate 

processing software, and is beyond the scope of this thesis. I would like to note 
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that one of the strengths of conducting non-invasive ground-based remote sensing 

surveys is that the data can always be examined later in more detail. 

Even though I am unable to characterize the radar signature of the marked 

burials, the CPR survey was able to identify anomalous regions associated with 

the marked burials. An additional study that could be conducted is similar to my 

discovery of the potential for a spatial distribution study of the topographic data. 

If a larger portion of the cemetery was surveyed using CPR a spatial distribution 

analysis of the anomalies might yield information as to the spatial distribution of 

burials, and patterns might emerge that can be characterized in sufficient detail to 

locate unmarked burials. 
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6. COMPARISON OF METHODS 

I'm astounded by people who want to 'know' the universe 
when it's hard enough to find your way around Chinatown. 

-Woody Allen (1935-) [1] 

6.1. Introduction 

An individual analysis of the data recorded by each survey method produced 

some positive and some negative results in identifying the geophysical signatures of 

the four marked burials. The hypothesis of this project is that the use of multi

pIe ground-based remote sensing methods can aid in identifying the characteristic 

geophysical signatures of marked burials at the Siletz cemetery. Chapters 3, 4, and 

5 demonstrate that the geophysical signatures of particular burials can be seen by 

one or more of the methods, but it is difficult to characterize the geophysical signa

tures of the burials using any single method. My final research question is, "Can a 

combined analysis of the topographic, cesium gradiometer, and ground-penetrating 

radar surveys be used to characterize the geophysical signature of four marked his

toric period human burials in enough detail to aid in the identification of unmarked 

burials within the Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians historic period cemetery?" 

By overlaying the plots produced in previous chapters I can explore the data in 

more detail to see if additional information can be obtained through the collective 

analysis of the data. 
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6.2. Comparison of Topographic and Cesium Gradiometer Surveys 

Without any further data analysis, I used Surfer® to overlay the topographic 

contour plot on the gradiometer image plot. Visual inspection of Figure 6.1 identifies 

some spatially associated magnetic anomalies with topographic depressions B, D, 

E, F, and G. Other than the large dipole magnetic anomaly near the headstone 

marking Burial-I, the magnetic anomalies spatially associated with depressions D, 

E, F, and G are small in amplitude. The source of the large dipole anomaly near 

Burial-l may be a buried metal object or the magnetic properties of the headstone 

itself. 

There are two additional magnetic anomalies that may be associated with 

depressions H and I. These anomalies appear northeast of depressions H and I at 

an approximate angle of 20 degrees. This angle is the same as the direction of the 

Earth's magnetic field. These two anomalies may be the result of the Earth's mag

netic field inducing a magnetic field in subsurface objects. Because the gradiometer 

survey records the value of the magnetic field one-meter above the ground, a mag

netic anomaly can appear displaced from the source. This may be the case with the 

magnetic anomalies northeast of depressions H and I. 

There also appear to be numerous places where the magnetic data "follows" 

the topographic contours. In some places it is remarkable how the magnetic data 

seems to flow along a contour line. Recall that the changes in elevation are on 

the order of centimeters and not large geologic features, and yet there seems to 
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FIG URE 6.1. Overlay or the topograp hic data and grad iometer data 
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be a spatial association of the magnetic data and the contours. I did not expect 

this association. Without an in-depth analysis of the soils, their role in this effect 

is not clear. Another explanation may be found in studying the distance of the 

sensors from the ground surface. If the distance of the sensors from the ground 

surface changes due to changes in elevation the magnetometers will record a change 

in the magnetic field. An examination of the spatial association between changes in 

topography and the magnetic field data makes an excellent topic for future studies. 

A comparison of the topographic data with the magnetic data does not pro

vide any further insight into the characteristics of the marked burials. This com

parison does identify general spatial associations between the magnetic data and 

changes in topography. 

6.3. Comparison of Topographic and Ground Penetrating Radar Surveys 

In a fashion identical to that in the previous section, Surfer® was used to 

overlay a plot of the topographic data on a plot of the GPR 50ns to 60ns timeslice 

(Figure 6.2). 

In contrast to the number of magnetic anomalies spatially associated with 

depressions, there appear to be only spatial associations between radar reflections 

and depressions F and E. There also appears to be a lack of spatial association 

with radar reflections and changes in topography. A comparison of the topographic 

data to the GPR data seems unproductive in arriving at a better characterization 

of the geophysical signature of the marked burials. This is not a surprising result. 
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The GPR timeslice represents the amplitude of reflections from objects beneath the 

surface. The topographic shape of the stratigraphic layers and location of subsurface 

objects is most likely different than the topography of the ground surface. 

An important reason to compare the topography of the surface with the GPR 

timeslice is to note any errors that might arise from changes in the topography at 

the surface. The changes in topography at the Siletz cemetery are so small as to not 

be of concern, but at some sites, such as burial mound sites, changes in topography 

can seriously alter the GPR data. 

6.4. 	Comparison of Cesium Gradiometer and Ground Penetrating Radar 
Surveys 

To compare the magnetic data with the GPR data it was necessary to create 

a contour plot of the magnetic data. The contour plot was created using the same 

grid file that was used to create the image plot (Figure 4.8). A contour interval of 

10 nT/O.5m produced a good representation of the magnetic data, and Surfer® was 

used to overlay the magnetic contour plot on the GPR time slice (Figure 6.3). 

A visual inspection of the magnetic and GPR data identifies the extreme 

difference in these two data sets. There appears to be no spatial association between 

magnetic anomalies and GPR anomalies. This result is surprising. Metal objects 

generate large magnetic anomalies and are strong GPR reflectors. The lack of spatial 

association of magnetic and GPR anomalies may have two explanations. If some or 

all of the magnetic anomalies are created by subsurface metal, these metal objects 
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may be small and undetectable by the GPR. Another possibility is that the magnetic 

anomalies are created by objects that are not strong GPR reflectors. Without the 

ability to excavate, it is difficult to explore the reason for the differences between 

the magnetic and GPR data. 

6.5. Comparison of All Three Methods 

A comparison of all three methods can be achieved by using Surfer® to lay 

the magnetic contour on the GPR time slice and then laying the topographic contour 

on the combined magnetic and GPR plot. This method produces a final plot that 

is complicated. Data in the top overlay may block information in the middle or 

bottom plots. A better way to compare the three methods is to use an RGB (also 

referred to as color compositing) imaging method commonly used in astronomy. To 

produce color images using a charged-coupled device (CCD) that only records grey

scale images, astronomers take three separate images of the same object. The first 

image is taken by letting the light pass through a red filter prior to being recorded 

by the CCD. The second image is taken with a green filter, and the final image is 

taken using a blue filter, thus the name RGB (Red-Green-Blue). The image taken 

with the red filter has recorded the red information. Areas of the object being 

photographed that are red will show up as white areas in the image and areas of 

the object that do not contain red will show up as black. Figure 6.4 is an example 

of RGB images taken of the familiar Apple Computer, Inc. logo. Examination of 
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t he colored bands in the apple identifies t.he role that the colored filt.ers have when 

taking t he pictures. 

(a) Grayscale pict ure us (b) Grayscale picture us (c) Grayscale picture us

ing a red filter ing a green filter ing a bl ue fi lter 

FIGU RE 6.4. RGB grayscale images of t he fa miliar Apple Computer, Inc. logo 

Using t.he Nat ional Inst itute of Healt.h's program NIH- Image, the RGB im

ages were s tacked a nd convert.ed t.o a sing le 8-bi t. colo r image ( Figure 6.5). NIH-

Image mixes t he color recorded in each grayscale image in a fashion simi lar to mixing 

paints. T his mixing should result in a decent color representat.ion of the object with 

t. he quality of the fil ters and photographs playing a role in t.he quality of the color 

Image. 

Color composit ing IS common to ast ronomYl but application to 

archaeological-geophysical survey data is new. My li te rature review identified only a 

http:convert.ed
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FIGU RE 6.5. 8-bit color image of Apple Computer, Inc. logo from grayscale RC B 
Images. 

single rderence to the application of color compositing to a rchaeological-geophysical 

data. Ken neth Kvamme's web site [26] discusses the use of color compositing to ao

alyze the data from the Whistling Elk site, and provided t he inspiration for the use 

of color compositing in this thesi s. 

T he ROB method call be used to I'mix" the results of my three survey met h

ods. Instead of us ing fil ters to record t he color informat ion from an object, I created 

a grayscale color palette us ing white to identify large amplitude signals and black to 

indicate low amplitude signals with varying shades of grey in between. Because t he 

magnetic data has pos itive and negat ive anomalies I chose OnT j O.5m to be black 

and the ext reme plus and minus values to be white. For the GPR da.ta, white 
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cor responds to la rge amp li t.ude reflection signals and black to low amplitude reflec

tions. For the topographic data J am int.erested in depressions and will assign white 

to low elevations and black to high elevat ions. 

If a low elevation is spat ially associated with a large amplitude magnetic and 

radar signal NIH-Image will be mixing white(all red)+whitc(all grecn)+white(all 

blue) and result in whi te. NIH-Image assumes that the first image loaded was 

taken usi ng a red filter, t he next image wi t h a green filter , and t he final image 

with a blue filter. I am arbitrarily ass igning the topographic data to the red filter , 

t he gradiometer to the green filte r, and the CPR to the blue fi lte r. The resulting 

image indicates regions where all t hree methods have high ampli Ludes ignals spatially 

associated, where two methods are associated, and where all th ree methods have low 

signals sl>aLia lly associaLed. The RCB to 8-bit color process is just a means to mix 

the resu lts of a ll t hree survey methods and arb it.rarily assign color to the resulting 

image. 

To make it eas ier to interpret the color composite imageof the th ree data sets, 

I created a color template t.hat gives all poss ible combinatioll s of mi xi ng white. grey, 

and black (Figure 6.8). As expected, white represents t he case when a depression, 

large amplitude magnet ic anomaly, and a large amplitude CP R re flection are all 

spatially associat.ed. When all t.hree signals have med ium amplit. udes t. he result is 

grey, and when all three signals have low ampli t.udes the result is black. Because 

I arbit.rarily placed the topograph ic data in the red sequence of creating an RCB 

image, red appears when t here is a depress ion and low magnetic and radar signals. 

http:associat.ed
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(a) Topographic data (b) Magnetic data (e) GPRdata ( "Blue" ) 

("R£d") ("Green" ) 

FIG URE 6.6. RCB grayscale images of the results of all three survey methods 

Green appears when only the magnetic signal is high , and blue appears when only 

a high CPR signal appears. Shades of these colors represent mixing of t he different 

signals to d ifferent degrees. 

Due io the low success of identify ing characteristic geophysical trai ts of the 

burials when comparing the results of two survey methods, I did not expect any 

startling results from my RGB method of analyzing t.he results of all three survey 

methods. A visual inspection of Figure 6.7 ident ifies ex pected results. The large 

dipole magnetic anomaly appears green. This means that only the magnetic signal 

has a large ampli tude at this geographic position wi t hin t he survey region. Many 

of the CPR reflections show up as blue. This is expected due to the lack of spatial 

associat ion with t he topographic and magnet ic data. 
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FIGURE 6.7. 8-bi t color image from the RGB grayscale images of t he survey data. 
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A distinct advantage to this type of analysis is being able to identify which 

type of data has a larger value in a certain geographic position. When examin

ing the topographic and magnetic data in section 6.2, I noticed spatial association 

of the two data sets, but it was difficult to identify where the topographic data 

had a large signal compared to the magnetic data. Because the color composite 

image is a mixture of amplitudes, it is easy to identify which surveys have larger 

signals in different geographic positions. Light green areas indicate large magnetic 

signals, medium topographic signals, and low amplitude GPR reflections. Orange 

areas indicate depressions, medium magnetic signals, and low amplitude GPR re

flections. Instead of seeing a simple spatial association of the magnetic data and 

the topographic data, the color composite image yields insight into which signal 

"dominates. " 

A serious disadvantage to the RGB analysis method is the method's depen

dance on color. The use of color provides additional variation to aid in interpretation 

of the data, but it is not always possible to produce color images. Grayscale pho

tocopies of color images are often more difficult to interpret than the color image, 

and using descriptive terms such as green, orange, and red lose meaning when color 

is lost. As an analysis tool the advantages of color compositing outweigh the disad

vantages. 
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6.6. Conclusions 

My final research question is, "Can a combined analysis of the topographic, 

cesium gradiometer, and ground-penetrating radar surveys be used to characterize 

the geophysical signature of four marked historic period human burials in enough 

detail to aid in the identification of unmarked burials within the Confederated Tribes 

of Siletz Indians historic period cemetery?" The answer to this question is no. If 

the marked burials contained common characteristic geophysical traits in two or all 

three survey methods, then the burials would show up in the color composite image 

with a distinct color. If a distinct color appeared, this color could form part of the 

characteristic traits of the marked burials that could be used to identify unmarked 

burials. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

Finish each day and be done with it. You have done what you could; 

some blunders and absurdities have crept in; 


forget them as soon as you can. Tomorrow is a new day; 

you shall begin it serenely and with too high a spirit 


to be encumbered with your old nonsense. 

- Ralph Waldo Emerson [12] 

The hypothesis addressed by this research is that the use of multiple ground-

based remote sensing methods can aid in identifying characteristic geophysical sig

natures of marked burials at the Siletz cemetery. Seven research questions focusing 

on the use of topographic, magnetic, and GPR surveys helped guide an investiga

tion of my hypothesis. After answering all seven research questions, the hypothesis 

proposed by this thesis is false, and this result is tied strongly to the limits and 

scope of the research conducted. 

Although the answer to my hypothesis was false, this does not mean that 

this thesis lacks positive results. A main goal was the identification of characteristic 

geophysical traits of four marked burials that could be used to identify unmarked 

burials at the Siletz cemetery. Identifying characteristic traits proved elusive, but 

the surveys recorded elements of the marked burials with varying success. The to

pographic survey identified depressions in the vacinity of the four marked burials. 

Each of the depressions varied in size and shape; this variation is what made iden

tification of characteristic traits difficult. The cesium gradiometer survey identified 

only one small magnetic anomaly in the vicinity of a marked burial. The GPR 
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survey was the most successful of the three methods employed by identifying the 

location of all four marked burials. Even though the marked burials were evident in 

the GPR profiles, these reflections were difficult to characterize. Creating plan view 

GPR time slices did not add to the information contained in the GPR profile plots. 

Due to the lack of geophysical signals that could be characterized individually 

by each of the surveys, a comparision of the surveys failed to provide additional in

formation to aid in characterizing the geophysical signatures of the marked burials. 

Even with the failures of this project, the process of gathering the data, conducting 

post-acquistion analysis, creating plots, developing comparative methods, and con

ducting the RGB image analysis method were all very instructive. The skills that I 

developed increase the value of this thesis. 

An interesting aspect of this thesis is that writing it took place a few years 

after the data was acquired. I have been involved in several other ground-based 

remote sensing projects during this time. These projects have given me experience 

that allows me to retrospectively examine this thesis in a way that is not normally 

available to graduate students. Is the answer to my hypothesis really false, or just 

a product of limitations of my research design and analysis? 

One limitation in my work at the Siletz cemetery lies in the small size of 

the research area. Studying a 15m x 15m region limits the ability to study larger 

distribution patterns and geologic trends in the geophysical data. Based on all of 

my research projects I am curious as to the minimum dimensions of a study area 

required to obtain meaningful geophysical data. Somewhere between 40m x 40m 
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and 60m x 60m seems appropriate for seeing larger trends. The larger the survey 

region, the easier it is to see larger trends. I feel that all of the analyses conducted 

in this thesis would have been more productive if the surveys had covered a larger 

survey region that included more marked burials and site features. 

Not having historic information about the marked burials within my study 

area is another limitation. Having information about non-geophysical contextual 

elements of the marked burials may have aided interpretation of the data. I began 

my research while working as part of James Bell's project and chose my study 

area to incorporate my work with Bell's work without increasing the time it took 

to complete his contract work. Under different circumstances it may have been 

possible to search the historic records to locate a portion of the cemetery that 

contained detailed historic documents. Addressing my hypothesis in a portion of 

the cemetery that contained easily accessable historic records would have provided 

more information to aid in interpretating the data. 

The restriction on excavation was a clear limitation at the beginning of this 

project. Ground truthing through excavation after conducting ground-based remote 

sensing surveys can confirm and clarify results. It is not always necessary to ground 

truth because the results of surveys at some sites are easy to interpret. Ground 

truthing is helpful when interpretation of the data is difficult. A different research 

design would choose a site where historic documents exist and excavation is allowed, 

but there still exists a functional need to conduct investigations at sites such as the 

Siletz cemetery. When developing my research design I made the choice to accept 
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the limitations that came from working at the Siletz cemetery. These limitations 

are offset by contributing to solutions to burial problems at the cemetery. 

The contribution of this thesis to helping solve burial problems at the Siletz 

cemetery lies in identifying CPR as the best method of identifying burials. An 

additional contribution is identifying the difficulty in characterizing the marked 

burials. Instead of looking for unmarked burials using CPR, a better strategy is to 

use CPR to identify regions free of anomalies. Because all four marked burials in 

my study area produced CPR reflections evident in the CPR profiles it is likely that 

regions free of CPR reflections are also free of unmarked burials. 

The results of this thesis are consistent with results from other similar stud

ies [6, 7, 25, 27, 31]. Using ground-based remote sensing surveys to located burials 

is a hit-or-miss endeavor. Additional research needs to be conducted to understand 

what elements of burials consistantly show up in the "hit" column and what el

ements appear in the "miss" column. Compiling such a list may lead to better 

understanding of when surveys in search of burials will be successful. 
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Appendix A. Commonly Used Abbrieviations and Acronyms 

B.M. Bench Mark 

B.S. Back Sight 

F.S. Fore Sight 

G.D. Ground Datum 

GPR Ground-penetrating radar 

H.1. Height of the Instrument 

I.D. Instrument Datum 

INST. Survey Instrument 

R.R. Rod Reading 

ROD Stadia Rod 

S.1. Stadia Intercept 

T.B.M. Temporary Bench Mark 

T.P. Turning Point 
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Appendix B. Establishing the Grid Data Forms 

~~ 
GRID COORD. ANGLES ROO READING STADIA HORIZ. DIFF.IN ELEVATION 

INST R H.I. X Y 

~~=~~f~) B.S.+ F.S. - 5.1. H V D15T. ELEV. 1.0. G.D. COMMENTS 
m m 1ft m m m m 1m m 

1.616 
I I I I.~~~ ~I~.oo 993.00 360 0 1.104 0224 21400 O.O~I ~1.370 49.866 TBMloTP2 

1.392 

2 I 2 I.~~~ 
To obtain thla data pI_ obtain permlaalon Ifrom the Confederated Trlbea of Siletz Indiana 

1.~~2 

3 I 3 I.~~~ ~I~.OO 993.00 270 0 1.476 O.U2 13.100 0.019 ~1.J70 49.894 TBM to TP3 
1.400 
1.520 

4 I 4 I.~H ~1S.00 993.00 360 0 1.48~ 0.070 7.000 0.010 51.310 49.885 TBM to TPI 
1.41O 

~ 2 I 1.340 ~I~.oo 1000.00 TPI to TOM 

I 2 J 4 

~ 

Backsite -Northi..,- on TBM m(1~~) ~:'~' 11'1 (lOOm.lO''''') ~a: 
"'" THM ("_99lm)TP' ("_1000m) TY2('I'IIl.IOI'-n) 

INST: M. ROgeB ROO: C. Davidson RECORDER:.::M"-."Ro"'p=__________ 

PROJECT: Siletz Cemeten' DATE- 25 APR Y8 PAGE __1__ OF __4_ 

~TI~ GRID COORD. ANGLES ROO READING STADIA HORIZ. DIFF.IN ELEVATION 
NST ROC H.I. X Y HORIWNTAl VERTICAL B.S.... F.S. - S.I. H V DIST. ELEV. 1.0. G.D COMMENTS 

m m m (0.._) (~) ( ) f"".....) m m m m m m 
1.632 

I 2 2 I.Wl 515.00 1000,00 0 0 I.~~ 0.152 1~.2oo -0.016 51.425 "9.869 TPI toTP2 
1.480 

2 3 I 1.480 lI~.oo 101S.00 180 0 TP210TPI 
Nonhil12 

1..592 
3 J 2 1.4110 SIS.tkl IOIH)O 180 0 1.481 0.223 22.J(K) ~.OOI 51.296 "9.815 TP210TBM 

1.369 

4 3 J 1.480 Sls.no 101~.00 270 0 1.280 0.000 0.000 O.2(K) ~1.296 ~.OI6 TP2toTPJ 

~ 4 I 1.559 1OO.00 1015.00 TPJloTP2 
Northill2 

I 2 3 4 

~ 

INST. ROO: J. Kinoshita RECORDER:.:;M"'."'R"oae""""__________C. 0.._. 
DATE: 2~ APR '18 PAGE __2__ OF __4_PROJECT' Sire" C ....."" 
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~~ 
GRID COORD. ANGLES ROO READING STADIA HORIZ. D1FF. IN ELEVATION 

H.I. X Y HORIWNTAl VERTICAL B.S. + F.S. S.I. H V DIST. ELEV. 1.0. GO. COMMENTS 
m m m ''-' ,....., ,-, ,....., m m (m) m m m 

I 4 2 I.'" ~.()O IOIS.oo 1.760 O.IX) 000 ..(l.W) sl.sn 49.81S TPlto11lM 

2 4 ] I.SS9 ~.OO 1015.00 180.00 0.00 1.6~ 0.00 0.00 -0.091 SI.,"S 49.925 TP3toTP4 

] S I 1.2" ~.OO 1000.00 TP4toTPJ-... 
• S 2 1.430 ~.OO 1000.00 114.00 46.00 1.S40 0.00 0.00 -0.110 SUSS 49.81S TP4to11lM 

S S ] 1.430 ~.OO 1000.00 110.00 0.00 I.S79 0,00 0.00 .0.149 SUSS 49.776 TP... TPS 

I 2 ] 4 

S 

INST: M. RoEll ROO: C. Dovidlon RECORDER:.::M"'...::R"oE=:,.__________ 

PROJECT: Siletz C..-!) DATE: 2SAPR 98 PAGE __1__ OF __4_ 

~~ GRID COORD. ANGLES ROD READING STADIA HORIZ. DIFF IN ELEVATION 
INST ROO H.I. X Y HORIZONTAl VERTICAL B.S. + FS.  S.I. H V DIST. ELEV. 1.0. G.D. COMMENTS 

m m m 'Do-' (101_) ,-, (101_) m) m m) m (m (m 

I 6 I ,..),()O 993.00 O.Ot) 0.00 0.000 0.000 TPS lOll'4 
North;"" 

1.S68 
2 6 2 ~.OO 993.00 90.00 0.00 1.4'S 0.1S 14.90 -1.4'S SI.110 4'.1 IS TPS 10 111M 

1.41' 

] 

4 

S 

I 6 2 1 4 

S 

INST: J. Kinoahila ROO: C. Da\·idoon RECORDER: M. Rose,."J. Mayer 


PROJECT: Siktz Cemetery DATE 2SAPR98 PAGE __4__ OF __4_ 
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Appendix c. Topographic Survey Raw Data 


X-Grid 
ComIinale 

(m) 
50000 

Y -Grid 
Coordinate 

(m) 
itXXUXl 

Center Rod 
Readi"1 

(m) 

1.488 

Elevation 
(m) 

49.936 

X-Grid Y -Grid 
OJoniinaLe OJoniinaLe 

(m) (m) 

50100 1000.00 

ee""" Rod_"I
(m) 
LSi; 

Bevatton 
(m) 

49.8!iJ 

X-Grid Y-Grid 
OJoniinale OJoniinaae 

(m) (m) 
302.(X) UXlO.oo 

Cenler Rod 
Readi"1 

(m) 
1.66 

EleValion 
(m) 

49.844 
~.OO HlXl.~O 1.472 49.m ~\.oo lOoo.~ I.~I 49.9311 ~.OO lOoo.~ \.~ 49.904 
~.OO 1001.00 \.43~ ~.009 ~\.oo 100100 \,47 49.974 502.00 1001.00 \'~I 49.934 
~.OO loo\'~ 1.3'l1! ~.046 ~I.oo loo\'~ 1.43 ~.01O ~.OO lool.~ \,47 49.978 
~.OO 1002.00 1.3I!1I ~.~ ~I.oo 1002.00 1.37 ~J.071 502.CXJ lOO2.CXJ \.411 49.964 
~.OO lOO2.~ 1.394 ~.~ ~\.oo 1002.~ 1.39 ~.~ 502.00 1002.~ \,47 49.974 
~.OO l003.CXJ 1.387 ~.M7 ~\'(I] l003.CXJ \.43 ~.018 ~.OO 1003.(1] 1.44 ~.OOO 

~.OO l003.~ \.«l6 ~.03K ~\.m )(X13.~) \.46 49._ 502.m l003.~ \.46 49.'lI!2 
~.CXJ lOO4.m \.426 ~.OlK ~)\.m 1000m \.411 49.966 ~.CXJ lOO4.CXJ \,47 49.978 
~.OO lOO4.~ \.474 49.970 ~\'(I] lOO4.~ \.49 49.9~ 502.00 lOO4.~ 1.49 49.~2 

~.CXJ 100~.(I] \.~IO 49.934 ~\.oo I~.oo \.~ 49.941! ~.OO I~.CXJ I.~I 49.932 
~.m I~.~ \.4'JII 49._ ~Im I~.~ \'~I 49.930 ~.OO loo~.~) 1.4~ 49.994 
~.CXJ lOO6.CXJ 1.487 49.9~ ~\'(I] )(n-.(I] \.411 49.964 502.CXJ lOO6.m \.49 49.~2 

~.m lOO6.~ \.464 49.'Hl ~\'(I] I(n-.~ \,47 49.974 502.CXJ 1006.~ \.~ 49.944 
~.m 1007.(1] \.4KII 49.~ ~\'(I] 1007.(1] \,47 49.974 502.00 1007.CXJ 1.49 49.~ 

~.OO l007.~ \.439 ~).m~ ~\.m )(XY1~ \'4~ 49.994 502.(1] l007~ \'~I 49.934 
~.CXJ )(01.00 1.3'l1! ~.046 ~)I.(XI )(01.(1] \'4~ 49._ ~.CXJ l()(iI.m \.~ 49.914 
~.CXJ )(XII.~ 1.31l) ~.064 ~\.m HXII.~ \.44 ~.OOO 502.CXJ I()(II.~) \.~ 49.914 
~.m 1009.(1] \.384 ~.060 ~I(I] 1009.(1] 1.42 ~.022 502.CXJ l009.CXJ \'~I 49.932 
~.m l009.~ 1.376 ~.06K ~I(I] l009.~ 1.44 ~.()(II ~.(I] l009.~ I.~ 49._ 
~.m 1010.(1] \.390 ~.O~ ~I.CXJ 1010.(1] \.4~ 49.996 502.00 1010.00 \.411 49.964 
~.m IOIO.~ \.410 ~.034 ~1I.CXJ 101O.~ \.49 49.~ 502.CXJ 101O.~ \,47 49.974 
~.CXJ 1011.00 \.420 ~J.024 ~I.(X) 1011 (I] 1.4~ 49._ ~.OO 101\.00 1.411 49.962 
~.m IOI\'~ \'4~ ~.019 ~\'(I] 10l\.~ \.43 ~.016 ~.CXJ IOI\'~ \.44 ~.002 

~.m 1012.(1] \.400 ~.044 ~UXl 10l2.m 1.39 ~.O~ 502.m 1012.00 142 ~1.O24 

~.(I] 1012.~ 1.372 ~.072 ~I.(XI 1012.~ \.3K ~.064 502.CXJ 10l2.~ 1.40 ~.040 

~.(I] 1013.m \.348 ~.096 ~)J.oo 101300 138 ~.064 ~.CXJ 1013.00 139 ~.~ 

~.CXJ 1013.~ 13~ ~.1l9 ~\'(I] 1013.~ 1.36 ~.(III! 502.CXJ 1013.~ \.38 ~.064 
~.OO 1014.(1] 13m ~.I44 ~\.oo 10l4.CXJ 1.34 ~.I()4 502.CXJ 1014.00 \.40 ~.044 

~Xl.oo 1014.~ \.294 ~.I~ ~\.m 1014.~ 1.34 ~.UXl 502.(X) 1014.~ 139 ~.0SlI 

~XlOO IOI~.CXJ \'2KII ~.I~ ~lI.m Ull~.(I] 1.34 ~.Ioo 502.(1] IOI~.(I] 137 ~.072 

~.~ 1000.(1] \'~2K 49.916 ~\.~ HlXl.(I] I.~ 49.HKK 502.~ 1000.00 \.~ 49.864 
~.~ looo.~ \.494 49.~ ~11.~ looo.~ \.~ 49.9111 ~12.~ looo.~ \.~~ 49.K'lI! 
~.~ uXIl.m \.442 ~.002 ~\.~ 1(1]\.(1] 1.411 49.966 502.~ 1(X)I.(I] \.~ 49.906 
~.~ loo\'~ \.410 ~.034 ~\.~ 1(1]1 ~l 1.46 49.'lI!2 502.~ IlXl\.~1 \'~I 49.936 
~.~ 1002.(1] 1392 ~.0~2 ~\.~) 1(){12lXl \'4~ 49._ 502.~1 1002.(1] \.~ 49.941! 
~.~ lOO2.~ 1394 ~.O~ ~\.~) 1(){12.~ 1.42 ~(126 502.~ 1002.~ \,47 49.m 
~.~ l003.lXl \.«l6 ~.03K ~\.~l HXI3m 146 49.9IIl 502.~ l003.lXl 147 49.970 
~.~ HXI3.~ \'44K 49.996 ~\.~ I(){ll.~ 1.47 49.976 ~12.~1 l003.~ \'4~ 49.994 
»l.~ lOO4.CXJ \.476 49.968 ~\.~ 1004.(1] \.~ 49.942 502.~ 1004.(x) 1411 49.96K 
~.~ lOO4.~ \.4'JII 49._ ~\.~ UXl4.~ I.~ 49.944 502.~ lOO4.~ \.49 49.~ 

~.~ IlXl~.(I] \.~20 49.924 ~l\'~ 1(.lSm \.~I 49.941! ~12.~ um.(I] \,47 49.978 
~.~ I~.~ \.482 49.962 ~I~ H~~ I.~ 49.918 ~.~ I~.~l \'~I 49.93K 
~.~ lOO6.lXl \.4'JII 49._ ~\.~ un-.(X) I.~ 49940 502.~ 1006.(1] \.~ 49._ 
~.~ Hn-.~ \.~ 49.944 ~\.~ 1006.~ 1.49 49.~ 502~ lOO6.~ \.49 49.~ 

~.~ 1007.(1] \.4611 49.976 ~\.~ 1(){Y1m 1.49 49.~ 502.~ I(XI7.(I] \.49 49.~ 

~.~) l007.~ \.432 ~.O12 ~\.~ 1007.~ \.49 49.~ ~.~ l007.~ \'~I 49.9311 
~.~ 1(){II.m \.430 ~.0l4 ~\.~ I(){II.CXJ \.~ 49.941! 502.~ I(){II.(I] \.~ 49.'J(){) 
~.~ I(){II~ \.402 ~1()42 ~I.~ I(){II~ 1.411 49.960 ~.~ I(){II.~ \.~ 49912 
~.~ 1009.(1] \.426 ~.OlK ~\.~ 1009.lXl \.49 49.9~ ~12.~ 1(Xl9.lXl \.~ 49.944 
~.~ l009.~ \.402 ~.()42 ~I.~ I(){JIl.~ \.411 49.964 502.~ UXl9~ \.411 49.96K 
~.~ 1010.(1] 13'l1! ~.046 ~11.~ 10l0.CXJ \,47 49.974 ~.~ 10l0.CXJ \,47 49.m 
~.~ IOIO.~ \.430 ~.0l4 ~I.~) IOIO.~ \,47 49.m ~.~ IOIO.~ 1.49 49.~ 
»).~ IOll.m 1.434 ~.01O ~)\.~) 1011 ()() 1.46 49.'lI!1 ~.~ 1011.00 1.46 49.'lI!2 
»)~ IOI\.~ \,412 Y1002 ~I.~) 1011.50 \.44 ~(m 502.~ 1011.~1 1.42 ~1.O24 

~.~ 1012.lXl I.4I.Xl ~1044 ~I~ 1012.lXl 1.43 ~.014 ~.~ 10 12.CXJ 1.40 ~.044 

~.~ 10l2.~ 1.376 ~1.06K ~I.~I 10I2.~ 1.41 ~03K ~12.~ 1012.~ 1.40 ~.046 

~.~ 10I3lXl 1.362 ~.<112 ~I.~ 1013.CXJ 1.3K ~.060 ~.~ 1013.CXJ 1.3K ~.0CJ6 
~.~ 10l3.~1 l.m ~1.l72 ~I.~ 1013.~ 137 ~.074 502.~ 1013.~ 139 ~1.O~2 

~.~ 10l4m 1.310 ~.I34 ~\'~l 1014(XI 1.37 ~.076 502.~ 10 I4.CXJ 1.40 ~.()42 

~.~) 1014.~ 1.2'lI! ~.I46 ~11.~ 1014.~ 1.36 ~(III! 502.~ 1014.~ 1.40 ~.()42 

~.~l 100~.lXl 1.320 ~.124 ~l\'~l IOI~.(I] 1.36 ~(112 ~12.~ IOI~m 13K ~J.(16II 
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X-Grid Y-Grid ~nlerRod X-Grid Y -Grid CenlerRod X-Grid Y-Grid CenierRod 
Coordinate Coordinale 

(m) (m) 
303.00 HXltloo 

Rending 
(m) 
1.33 

Eleulim 
(m) 

49.894 

Coordinate 
(m) 

S04.oo 

Coordinate 
(m) 

100000 

Rending 
(m) 
lSI 

Benlion 
(m) 

49.936 

Coordinate Coordinate 
(m) (m) 
S05.00 nOnl) 

Readinl 
(m) 
1.46 

Elevaaion 
(m) 

49.984 
~.OO ((XXl~ I.~ 49.884 ~.oo I(xXl~ I.SoI 49.902 ~.OO I!xx).~ I.~~ 49._ 
~.OO 1001.00 I.SoI 49.900 ~.oo 1001.00 I.~ 49.9«} ~.OO 1001.00 I.~ 49.9«} 

~.OO 1001.~ I.SJ 49.914 ~.oo 1001~ 147 49.'176 ~.OO 1001.~ 1.47 49.974 
~.oo 1002.00 I.~ 49.942 ~.oo 1002.00 1.44 ~.(O\ ~.oo 1002.00 1.4~ 49.9911 
~.oo 1002.~ 1.47 49.97\1 ~.m 1002.~ 1.44 ~.(O\ ~.OO 1002.~ 1.42 ~.020 

~.oo 1003.00 1.43 ~.0I2 ~.OO 1003.00 1.46 49._ ~.oo 1003.00 1.43 ~.014 

~.oo 1003.~ 1.42 ~.Q20 ~.OO 1003.~ 1.4~ 49.9911 ~.oo 1003.~ 1.44 ~.002 

~.oo 1004.00 1.44 ~.(O\ ~()4.00 1004.00 1.42 ~.024 ~.oo 1004.00 1.43 ~.0I6 

~.oo 1004.~ 1.47 49.972 3(14.00 1004.~ 1.4~ 49.996 ~.OO 1004.~ 1.44 ~.<D! 

~.oo I~.OO 1.411 49.%0 ~.OO I~.OO \,47 49.972 ~.OO 100S.00 \.41\ 49.%2 
~.oo I~.~ 1.47 49.976 ~.oo I~~ \,47 49976 ~.OO I~.~ \,47 49.978 
~.oo 1(0\.00 1.411 49.960 ~.OO l<Xlti.OO 149 49.~ ~.!Xl 1(0\.00 I.~ 49.942 
~.oo I(o\.~ 1.49 49.~ ~.oo l<Xlti~ \'~2 49.920 ~.OO I(o\.~ \.~~ 49.1190 
~.OO 1007.00 I.~ 49.944 ~.OO 1007.00 \'~2 49.920 ~.OO 1007.00 UII 49.\l15li 
~.OO 1007.~ I.SoI 49.9011 ~.m 1007.~ \.SoI 49.9(Jti ~.OO 1007.~ \.61 49.1132 
~.OO 100II.00 \.~ 49._ ~.OO 100!.00 \.SJ 49914 ~.OO 1000.oo \.~ 49.1172 
~.OO 1001l.~ 1.40 ~.042 ~.oo ((](I! 3() \.S2 49.924 ~.m 100II.~ \.S6 49.111!4 
~.OO 10:J9.!Xl \.411 49.%0 ~.oo 1009.00 \.46 49.9114 ~.OO 10:J9.oo \.~S 49._ 
~.!Xl 10:J9.~ \.411 49.%4 ~.OO 1<X19.3() 1.44 ~.cX14 ~.OO 10:J9~ \.~ 49.942 
~.OO 1010.00 \'4~ 49.990 ~.oo 101010 1.42 ~.024 ~.OO 10\0.00 1.46 49.'lII2 
~.oo IO\O.~ \.~ 49.9911 3(14.!Xl IO\O.~ \.46 49._ ~.OO 10\O.~ \.46 49.'lII2 
~.oo 101 \.00 \.43 ~.014 ~.OO 101100 1.43 ~.01O ~.oo 101\.00 \'4~ 49.996 
~.OO IOI\'~ \,42 ~.028 ~oo IOI\.~ 1.41 ~.034 ~.oo 101\'~ I.4S 49.994 
~.oo 1012.00 1.37 ~.072 ~.OO 1012m \.40 ~.044 ~OO 1012.00 \,47 49.970 
~.oo 1012.~ 1.39 3(WSII ~.OO 1012.3() \,42 ~.022 ~.OO 1012.~ \.46 49.'lII2 
~.oo 1013.00 1.39 ~.0S6 ~.oo 1013.00 \,42 ~.024 ~.OO 1013.00 \,47 49.974 
~.oo 1013.~ 1.39 ~.~ ~.oo 1O\3.~ \.43 ~'o\2 ~.oo \O\3.~ \,47 49.972 
~.oo 1014.00 1.43 ~.016 ~.OO 1014.00 \,41 ~(1311 ~.oo 1014.00 \'4~ 49.994 
~.oo 1014.~ 1.39 ~.(lS4 ~.OO 10143() 13K ~.066 ~.oo 1014.~ \,42 ~.Q22 

~.OO IOIS.OO \.36 ~.(& ~.m 100~.(o \.40 ~(14K ~.oo 101~.00 \,47 49.974 
3(O.~ IOIS.!Xl 1.37 ~.070 ~.~ IOI~.OO 143 ~.014 ~.~ 101~.m \.46 49._ 
~.~ 1014.~ 1.39 ~.OS2 ~.~ 1014~ 139 ~.~ ~.~ 1014.3() \,47 49.972 
~.~ 1014.!Xl \.43 ~.OIK ~.~ 1014.00 141 ~.030 ~.~ 1014.!Xl \.41\ 49.964 
~.~ 1O\3.~ 1.40 ~.042 ~.~ 1013.~ 1.44 ~.004 ~.~ 1013.3() I.SJ 49.916 
~.~ 10\3.00 139 ~.0S6 3(14.~ 1013.(0 \.41 ~.034 ~.~ 1013.(0 I.~ 49.946 
~.~ 1012.~ UK ~.064 ~.3() 10123() 1.41 ~.03K ~.~ 1012.~ \.46 49.9114 
~.~ 1012.00 UK ~.06H 3(14.3() 1012.00 1.43 ~.014 ~.~ 1012.00 \.49 49.~ 

~.~ IOI\'~ \,41 ~.034 ~.3() 101 \'3(1 142 3(1.022 ~.3(1 IOI\'~ \,44 ~.002 

~.~ 101\.00 \.~ 49.99K ~.~ 101100 1.46 49.'lII2 ~.3() 101\.00 \.46 49.9IIJ 
~.~ 10\O.~ \,42 ~.02K ~.3(1 IOIO~ \.49 49.9So1 3(15.~ 10\O.~ \,44 ~.!XX) 

~.~ 1010.00 \.43 ~.012 ~.~ 10 10m I.4S 49.99K 3(15~ 10\0.00 \.49 49.~2 

~.3() 10:J9.3() \.46 49.9111 3(14.~ HX19~ 1.47 49.970 ~~ 1(Xl9.3(1 \.SoI 49.9(Xl 
~.~ 10:J9.00 \.~ 49.946 ~.3() UI19(O \'~I 49932 ~.~ l0:J9m \.~ 49.K74 
~.3() Iml!.~ I.~I 49.936 3(14.3() ((](I!.3(1 \.SoI 499(Xl ~.~ 100II.~ \'~7 49.1172 
~.~ l<XlROO \.~ 49.924 3(14.~ 100!.00 \.~~ 49_ 3(15.~ 100II.00 \.S6 49.1IIll 
~.~ 1007.~ \.SJ 49.91K ~.3() 1<xT7.3() I~ 49.1172 ~.~ 1007.~ \.60 49.K44 
~.~ 1007.00 \.49 49~ 3(14 3() UXl7.m I Sol 49.9011 ~.~ 1007.00 \.SoI 49.904 
~.~ I(o\.~ 149 49.~ 3(14.3(1 l<Xlti.3() \.SJ 49.916 ~.~ I(o\.~ \.SJ 49.91K 
~.~ 1(0\.00 \,47 49.97\1 ~3(1 1(0\.00 \,47 49.976 ~.~ I (llti.oo \'~I 49.93K 
~.~ I~.~ \.~ 49.990 ~.~ HX15.3() \.4S 49.990 ~.~ I~.~ \.46 49._ 
~.~ I~.o:) 1.411 49.%0 ~.~ I~.m \.46 49._ ~.~ 100~.00 1.44 ~.004 

~.~ 1004.~ \,44 ~.<Xlti ~.~ 1004.~ 1.46 49.9IIJ ~.~ 1004.~ \,42 ~.020 

~.~ 1004.00 \.41 ~.O32 ~.~ 1004.00 \.43 ~'o\4 ~.~ 1004.00 140 ~.046 

~.~ HKO.~ \,42 3(1.022 ~.~ UXO.~ 142 ~.026 ~~ 1003.~ \.41 SO.cDK 
~.~ 1000.m \,42 3(1.020 ~.3() uxom \.43 ~'o\2 ~.~ I(XO.oo \.44 ~<X12 

~.3(1 1<X12.3() \.~ 49.994 ~.~ ((X12.3(1 \.44 ~.002 ~.~ \(m.~ \.46 49.9114 
~.~ 1002.00 \.46 49.'lII2 ~.~ 1002 00 \.43 3(1.010 3(15.~ 1<Xl2.00 \.41\ 49.%2 
~.~ 100\'3() \'~I 49.934 ~.~ Im\'3() \'4~ 49.990 ~.~ 100\'~ \.46 49.9IIJ 
~.~ 100\.00 \.SJ 49.9111 ~.~ 1001(0 \'3(1 49.944 ~.~ I<XII.oo \,47 49.978 
~.~ I(X().~ I.~ 49._ ~.3() I(x().~ \.SJ 49.916 3(15.~ I(x().~ 1.49 49.~ 

~.~ I(X().OO \.SoI 49.9011 3(14.~ 1(0).00 \.49 49.~2 ~.3(1 1(x().<Kl \.49 49.9S4 
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X-Grid 
Coordinate 

Y -Grid 
Coordi .... 

Cenlcr Rod 
Reading FJeValim 

X-Grid Y-Grid 
iliJrdinaae Coordinaae 

CenlerRod 
Reading Elevation 

X-Grid Y -Grid 
Coordinate Coordinaae 

Cenler Rod 
Radin. fJevalion 

(m) 
366.00 

(m) 
Hmoo 

(m) 
1.47 

(m) 
49.976 

(m) 
30700 

(m) 
i(j(j)oo 

(m) 
Bi 

(m) 
49.93 

(m) 
uoo 

(m) 
I(j(j)oo 

(m) 
1S4 

(m) 
49.1iXl 

""'.00 HXXl~ I.~ 49._ ~.oo HXXl.~O I S2 49.93 !!!II.oo I!xx).~ I.Sl 49.914 
""'00 1001.00 1.49 49._ ~.OO 1001.00 lSI 49.93 !!!II.oo 1001.00 1.54 49.!K14 
""'.00 lool.~ 1.46 49.9IJl ~oo lool~ 1.411 49.96 !!!II.oo lool.~ I.~ 49._ 

""'.00 100200 1.42 ~.026 ~.oo 1002.00 142 ~.02 !!!II.oo 1002.00 1.43 ~.OI4 

""'.00 1002.~ 1.39 ~.0S4 ~.OO 1002.~ 1.37 ~m 5111.00 1002.~ 1.38 ~.062 

""'.00 IOOloo 1.38 ~.06M ~.m 1!XB.m 1.42 ~.03 !!!11m IIX13.oo 1.38 ~.064 

""'00 1!Xl3.~ 1.38 ~.062 ~n.m I!XB~) 1.42 ~.02 SlllOO 1!Xl3.~ 1.41 ~.034 

""'00 1004.00 1.41 ~038 ~noo 1004.00 1.41 ~03 511100 1004.00 1.42 ~.028 

""'.00 1004.~ 1.42 ~.026 ~.oo 1004.~ 1.42 ~.02 SIII.m 1004.~ 1.44 ~.!XII 

""'00 IOOS.oo 1.42 ~.024 ~.cX) IOOS.oo 145 49.99 !!!11m IOOS.oo 1.49 49.9S4 
""'.00 IOOS.~ 1.4S 49.990 ~IX) HKlS.~ 1.46 4998 !!!II.OO IOOS.~ I.S2 49.928 
""'.00 1006.00 1.49 49.~ ~.oo 1006.00 I.~ 49.95 SIII.oo 1006.00 1.49 49._ 

""'00 1006.~ I.~ 49.940 ~.m 11ll6.~ I.~) 49.9S SIII.oo 1006.~ I.~ 49.948 

""'00 11ln.00 LSI 49.938 ~.oo 1Iln.oo 1.411 49.96 SIII.oo 11ln.00 I.Sl 49.912 

""'.00 11ln.~ 1.51 49.922 ~.m 11ln~ I.S2 49.92 SIII.m 11ln.~ 1.58 49.86M 
""'.00 1!XI!.oo U6 49._ ~.oo 1!XI!.m 1.54 49.91 5111.00 1!XI!.oo I.Sl 49.914 

""'.00 I!XI!.~ 1.59 49.852 ~.oo HOI.~ LSI 49.93 SIII.oo I!XII.~ 1.54 49.~ 

""'.00 1009.00 1.59 49.~ ~.OO 1009.00 1.54 49.91 SIII.oo 1009.00 1.61 49.\138 
""'.m 1009.~ I.~ 49._ ~.m 1009.~ lSI 49.94 SIII.oo 1009.~ 159 49.~ 

""'.00 10\0.00 LSI 49.936 ~.oo IOIO.m 1.43 ~.G\ 5111.00 10\0.00 1.61 49.\134 
""'.00 IOIO.~ 1.411 49.962 ~.OO HlIO.~ 1.411 49.97 SlllOO IO\O.~ I.S2 49.924 
""'.00 1011.00 1.47 49.978 ~.oo 1011.00 147 49.97 SIII.m 1011.00 LSI 49.934 
""'.00 1011.~ 1.4S 49.994 ~.m IOII.~ 1.44 ~.Ol SIII.oo IOII.~ I.S2 49.928 
""'.m 1012.00 1.47 49.970 ~m 10I2m 1.47 4997 ~1I.OO 1012m LSI 49.932 

""'.00 10\2.~ 1.411 49.964 ~OO 1012~) 1.49 49.95 !!!II.OO 1012.~ 1.46 49.986 
""'.00 1013.00 1.51 49.924 ~.oo 1013.00 1.411 49.97 SIII.oo 1013.00 1.43 ~.OIR 

""'.00 1O\3.~ I.SS 49_ ~n.m 1O\3.~ 1.47 4998 5111.00 1O\3.~ 1.4S 49.992 
""'.00 1014.m 1.49 49.~ ~!Kl 10I4m 1.411 49.97 5111.00 1014.m 1.4S 49.992 
""'.00 1014.~ I.~ 49.948 ~.!Kl \o14.~) 1.47 49.98 5111.00 1014.~ 142 ~.026 

~l6.oo IOIS.oo I~ 49._ ~n.m IOISm 1.44 ~.O\ !!!II.OO IOIS.m 1.39 ~.OS2 

""'.~ 
""'.~ 
""'.~ 
""'.~ 
""'.~) 

IOIS.!Kl 
1014.~ 

1014.m 
1O\3.~ 
1013.00 

1.411 
I.~ 
1.411 
1.51 
I.Sl 

49.960 
49.948 
49.960 
49.924 
49.918 

~.~ 
~~ 
~.~) 

~~ 
~.~) 

HlIs.m 
10\4~ 

1014.m 
1O\3.~ 

Hmoo 

1.40 
1.43 
1.411 
1.4S 
1.43 

~.I14 

~.O\ 

4996 
~OO 

~.O\ 

SIII.~ 

5111.~ 

5111.~ 

5111.~ 

~11.~ 

IOIS.oo 
1014.~ 

1014.00 
1O\3.~ 
10\3.00 

1.40 
1.42 
1.4S 
1.46 
1.43 

~.0411 
~.024 

49.994 
49._ 
~.01O 

""'.~ 
""'.~ 
""'.~ 
""'.~ 
""'.~ 
""'.~ 
~l6.~ 

1012.~ 

1012.m 
IOII.~ 

1011.00 
IO\O.~ 
10\0.00 
1009.~ 

I.~ 
1.411 
1.46 
1.4S 
1.411 
1.49 
I.Sl 

49.944 
49.964 
49.986 
49.994 
49.960 
49.~ 

49.912 

~.~ 

~n.~ 

~.~ 
~.~ 

~.~ 

~n.~ 

~.~ 

1012~) 

10\2.00 
lOll ~) 
IOll.m 
\O\O~) 

1010.00 
Hm.~ 

1.47 
1.49 
1.411 
I.~) 

I.~ 
1.58 
1.51 

49.9\1 
4995 
49.96 
4994 
49.95 
49.87 
49K1! 

!!!II.~ 

5111.~ 

SIII.~ 

SIII.~ 

SIII.~ 
SIII.~ 
SIII.~ 

1012.~ 

1012.00 
IOII.~ 
101100 
IO\O.~ 

IOIO.m 
1009.~ 

1.4S 
1.54 
I.~ 
I.Sl 
I.Sl 
1.63 
1.61 

49.994 
49.!K14 
49.\184 
49.916 
49.914 
49.814 
49.\132 

""'.~ 
""'~ 

1009.!Kl 
11XlI~ 

I.~ 

I.~ 

49.\184 
49.\184 

~.~ 

~.~) 

1000.m 
I!XI!.~) 

I.SS 
I.SI 

49.89 
49.93 

5111.~ 
5111.~) 

1000.IX) 
I!XI!.~) 

1.64 
I.S7 

49.l«l2 
49.874 

""'.~ 
""'.~ 
""'.~) 

""'.~ 
""'.~) 

11XlI00 
11ln.~ 
11ln.00 
1006.~ 

1006.00 

1.54 
1.54 
1.49 
I.~ 

1.49 

49.9(11 
49.9(11 
49.9~ 
49._ 
49._ 

~.~ 
~.~ 
~n.~) 

~n.~ 

~.~ 

HOI.oo 
11ln~) 

Illnm 
1006.~ 

11ll6.m 

I.S2 
I.SS 
I.SS 
1.49 
1.49 

49.93 
49.89 
49.89 
49.9S 
49.9S 

5111.~ 

5111.~ 

5111.~ 

SIII.~ 

!!!II.~ 

1!XI!.oo 
11ln.~ 

11ln.00 
1006.~ 

1006.00 

I.Sl 
1.54 
I.SI 
1411 
1.49 

49912 
49<JOO 
49.932 
49.962 
49.9S4 

~l6.~) IOOS.~ 1.46 49._ ~.~ 11llS.~ 1.411 49.96 5111.~ 100S.~ I.SI 49.934 

""'.~ 
""'.~ 
""'~ 

IIllS.m 
1004.~ 
1004.m 

1.44 
1.46 
1.40 

~.006 

49._ 
~.040 

~.~) 

~.~ 

~.~ 

IIllS.m 
1004.~ 

1004.m 

1.47 
143 
1.42 

49.97 
~.G\ 
~.03 

5111.~ 

SIII.~ 
5111.~ 

ImS.IX) 
1004.~ 

1004.m 

1.411 
1.46 
1.4S 

49.962 
49.982 
49.990 

""'.~ 
""'~ 

I!XB.~ 
1!XB.00 

1.43 
1.38 

~.016 

~.060 

~~) 

~.~ 

IIX13.~) 

11l13.m 
141 
1.42 

~.03 
~.02 

5111.~ 
5111.~ 

1!ll3.~ 
IIX)).IX) 

1.44 
1.40 

~.004 

~.046 

""'.~ 
""'~ 

1002.~ 

1002.00 
\.39 
1.40 

~'!lS2 

~.040 

~.~ 
~n.~) 

1002.~ 
\(Kl2.OO 

1.38 
1.41 

~06 

~l04 

~11~ 

~11.~ 

1002~ 
\(Kl2.IX) 

1.41 
1.46 

~.036 

49.986 

""'.~ 
""'.~ 
""'.~ 
~.~ 

\(XlI.~ 

1001.00 
I!xx).~ 
HUllJ) 

1.44 
1.411 
1.49 
LSI 

~)004 

49.966 
49.9S2 
49.938 

~n.~) 

~.~ 
~~) 
5(n.~ 

Iml.~ 

((JOUJO 
I!XX) ~) 
I(XXt.(X) 

1.47 
I.~ 
lSI 
LSI 

49.97 
49.95 
4994 
49,94 

SIII.~ 

SIII.~ 

5111.~ 
5(1I.~ 

lool~ 

Iml.m 
IIlJO.~ 
J(XXUIJ 

I.Sl 
I.~ 
I~ 
LSQ 

49.918 
49._ 
49._ 
49.11S4 
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(m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) 

369.00 WOO.OO 1.S6 49.8Iil 31000 lOOJ.oo 1.3'1 49.R'711 SlIM lOOJ.oo L33 49.894 
m.oo I(o).~ 1.57 49.1174 510.00 I(o).~ 1.57 491172 511.00 I(o).~ 1.55 49._ 
m.oo 1001.00 1.57 49.1178 510.00 100UX) I.~ 49.HlltI 511.00 1001.00 1.59 49.1154 
m.oo 1001.~ I.~ 49._ 510.00 1001.~ 1.54 49.906 511.00 1001.~ 1.57 49.1176 
m.oo 1002.00 I.~ 49.944 510.00 1002.00 I.~ 49.942 511.00 1002.00 1.59 49.1!56 
m.oo 1002.~ 1.43 ~.016 510.00 1002~ 1.49 49.~ 511.00 1002.~ 1.57 49.1176 
m.oo 1003.00 1.43 ~.OIH 51O.!XI 1003.00 I.~ 49.946 511.00 1003.00 1.54 49.906 
m.oo 1003.~ 1.44 ~.006 510.00 1003.~ 1.47 49.972 511.00 1003.~ 1.55 49._ 

m.oo 1004.00 1.46 49.9Ill 510.00 1004.00 154 49.9!11 511.00 1004.00 1.54 49.904 
m.oo 1004.~ 1.51 49934 510.!XI 1004.~ 1.54 49.906 511.00 1004.~ 1.56 49.HHO 
m.oo 1005.00 1.54 49.9111 510.00 1005.00 1.60 49.H44 511.00 1005.00 1.60 49.1148 
m.oo 1005.~ 1.52 49.926 510.00 1005.30 1.59 49.1!56 511.00 1005.~ 1.60 49.846 
m.oo 1006.00 1.52 49.924 510.00 1006.00 1.59 49.H52 511.00 1006.00 1.62 49.H26 
m.oo 1006.~ 1.55 49.H94 510.00 1006.30 I.~ 49.HlltI 511.00 1006.~ 163 49.1112 
m.oo 1007.00 1.55 49.890 510.00 1007.00 I.~ 49.H64 511.!XI 1007.00 1.61 49.Kl2 
m.oo 1007.~ 1.54 49.906 510.00 1007.~ 1.57 49.1176 511.m 1007.~ 1.62 49.R20 
m.oo 100K00 1.55 49.890 510.00 I(XII.OO 1.57 49.1178 511.00 1000.oo 1.61 49.Kl6 
309.m ((XI!.~ 1.60 49.846 510.00 100K.3() 1.57 49.1176 511.00 1(x1I.~ 1.61 49.Kl2 
m.oo 11Xl9.00 1.61 49.1134 51O.m 100900 1.54 49.904 511.00 1(XJ9.00 1.60 49.846 
m.oo 1(XJ9~ 1.65 49.190 510.00 1(XJ9.~ 1.54 49.906 511.00 1(XJ9.3() 1.61 49.Kl2 
m.oo 1010.00 1.61 49.1134 510.00 1010.00 1.51 49.934 511.00 1010.00 I.~ 49.K64 
m.oo IOIO.~ 1.51 49.9311 510.00 101O.3() 1.4K 49.966 511.00 IOIO.~ 1.52 49.926 
m.oo 1011.00 1.49 49.952 51O.m 1011 m 1.47 49.970 511.!XI 1011.00 1.47 49.972 
m.oo IOII.~ 1.57 49.1176 510.m 1011 3() 1.47 49.976 511.00 IOII.~ 1.49 49.954 
m.oo 1012.00 1.51 49.930 51O.m 1012.00 1.4K 49.966 511.00 1012.00 1.51 49.930 
m.oo 1012.~ 1.45 49.996 510.00 1012.3() 1.46 49._ 511.00 1012.~ 1.55 49._ 

m.oo 1013.00 1.43 ~.012 510.00 1013 !XI 1.49 49.956 511.m 1013.00 1.47 49.974 
m.oo 1013.~ 1.46 49.9112 51O.m 1013.~ 1.47 49.972 511.00 1013.~ 1.43 ~.OI2 

m.oo 1014.m 1.45 49.994 51O.m 1014.00 1.46 49._ 511.00 1014.00 1.44 ~.(x1I 

m.oo 1014.~ 1.42 ~.026 510.00 1014.3() 1.44 ~OOK 511.00 1014.~ 1.41 ~.1l12 

m.oo 1015.00 1.311 ~.066 510.00 IOl5m 1.37 ~.076 511.m 1015.00 1.36 ~.(112 

m.~ 1015.00 1.3M ~.06K 51O.~ IOI5.m 1.37 ~.<Y76 511.~ 1015.00 1.35 ~.094 

m.~ 1014.~ 144 ~.002 51O~ IOI4.~ 1.41 ~.030 511.~ 10I4.~ 1.40 ~.042 
m.3() 10I4.m 1.46 49._ 51O.~ 1014 (X) 1.43 ~.0I4 511.3() 1014.00 1.39 ~.056 

m.~ 1013.~ 1.48 49.966 51O.~ 1013~ 1.45 49.996 511.~ 10I3.3() 1.42 ~'<l!6 

m.~ IOI3.m 1.47 49.976 51O.~ IOI3.m 1.47 49.972 511.~ 1013.00 1.45 49.992 
m.~ 1012.~ 1.44 ~.006 51O.~ 10I2.~ 1.4K 49.966 511.~ 1012.~ 1.52 49.926 
m.~ 1012.00 1.48 49.960 51O.3() 1012.m 1.49 49.956 511.~ 1012.00 1.3() 49940 
m.~ IOII.~ 1.53 49.914 51O.~ 101I.3() 1.47 49.97K 511.3() IOII.~ 1.49 49.952 
m.~ 101l.m 1.49 49.956 51O.~ 1011.00 1.47 49.972 511.3() 1011.00 1.52 49.924 
m.~ IOIO.~ 1.49 49.9~ 51O.~ IOIO.~ 1.4K 49.962 511.~ IOIO.~ 1.61 49.Kl2 
m.3() 1000.m 1.60 49.842 51O.3() IOIO.m 1.51 49.934 511.~ IOlO.m 1.64 49.1fX) 
m.~ 1(XJ9.~ 1.63 49.HI6 51o.~ 1(XJ9~ 1.53 49.912 511.~ 1(XJ9.~ 1.65 49.794 
m.~ l(XJ9m I.~ 49.HlltI 51O.3() 1(XJ900 155 49._ 511.~ 1(XJ9.m 1.64 49.11)4 
3(J9.~ 100K.~ 1.59 49.~ 510.3() 1(x1I.~ 1.57 49.1176 511.~ 1(x1I.~ 1.65 49190 
m.~ 100K.00 1.57 49.1172 510.~ 100K.00 1.59 49.R30 511.~ 1000.m 1.65 49.794 
m.~ 1007.~ 1.57 49.1176 510.3() 11XJ7.~ 1.60 49.842 511.~ 1(xJ7~ 1.64 49.11)2 
m.~ 1007.00 1.55 49.1190 510.3() 1(X17(X) I~ 49.HlltI 511.~ 1007.m 1.64 49.1106 
3(J9.~ 1006.3() 1.54 49.906 51O.~ 1006.~ 1.59 49.H52 511.~ 1006.~ 1.61 49.KlII 
m.3() 1006.00 1.52 49.920 51O.3() 1000.m 1.60 49.840 511.~ 1006.00 1.59 49.1152 
3(J9.~ 1005.3() 1.55 49._ 5103() 10053() 1.60 49840 511.~ 1003.~ 1.57 49.1178 
m.~ 1005.00 1.56 49._ 51(l.~ 1005.m 1.57 49.1176 511.~ l(xlS.m I.~ 49.H64 
m.~ 1004.~ 1.54 49.9!11 51O.~ ((Xl4.~ 1.55 49.1192 511.~ 1004.~ 1.60 49.846 
m.~ 1004.00 1.48 49.960 51O.~ 1(x14.m 1.53 49.9IH 511.3() 1004.00 1.56 49.HHO 
m.3() 1003.3() 1.49 49.954 510.~ 1003.~ 1.49 49.93() 511.~ 1003.~ 1.53 49.914 
m.~ 1003.00 1.47 49.97K 51O.~ 1003.00 1.4K 49.962 5113() I(XlJ.oo 1.54 49.904 
m.3() 1002.~ 1.47 49.97K 51O.~ 1002.~ 1.53 49.914 511.~ 10023() 157 49.1172 
m.3() 11Xl2.m 1.54 49.904 51O.3() ((Xl2.m 154 49.9111 511.3() 1002.m 1.63 49.HI6 
m.~ 1001.~ 1.57 49.1172 5103() Iml.3() 1.55 49.K9ll 511~ ((xH.~ 1.60 49.846 
3(J9.~ ((XlI.m 1.56 49.HHO 51O.3() I!XIIOO 1.57 49.1174 511.~ IlXll.oo 1.63 49.1110 
~.~o J{XXl~ 1!511 49.K62 SIO~ 1()(ll.30 151 491176 SII30 I()(JO.30 1 !!II 49.H60 
m.3() 11XXl.00 1.57 49.1174 51O.3() IlXll.<Xl 1.55 49.K9ll 511.~ ((xx).m I.~ 49.HlltI 

http:11XXl.00
http:I()(JO.30
http:1()(ll.30
http:IlXll.oo
http:I(XlJ.oo
http:1(XJ9.00
http:11Xl9.00
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(m) 
312.00 

(m) 
woo 00 

(m) 
1.61 

(m) 
49.834 

(m) 
313.00 

(m) 
1000.00 

(m) 
1.66 

(m) 
49.7116 

(m) 
314.00 

(m) 
1000.00 

(m) 
1.60 

(m) 
49.844 

512.00 ((XXl50 1.64 49.1ll6 513 m 1(Xl).50 1.63 49.810 514.m 1(Xl).50 1.5'1 49.856 
512.00 Iml.m 1.63 49.814 513.m Iml.oo 1.64 49.1ll6 514.00 Iml.OO 1.64 49.1Il2 
512.00 1001.50 1.63 49.814 513.00 Iml 50 1.65 49.7'Xl 514.00 Iml.50 1.62 49.824 
512.00 1002.m 1.63 49.814 513.00 1002.00 164 49.1ll6 514.m 1002.00 1.61 49.1132 
512.00 1002.50 1.5'1 49.858 51300 1002.50 1.63 49.810 514.00 1002.50 1.63 49.818 
512.00 1000.m LSI! 49._ 513.00 1003.00 LSI! 49.862 514.m 1003.00 1.62 49.824 
512.m 1003.50 I.~ 49.896 513.m ((Xo.50 LSI! 49.866 514.00 1003.50 1.57 49.874 
512.00 1000.m 1.54 49.9!11 513.00 1004.00 1.54 49.9!11 514.00 1004.00 I.~ 49.896 
512.00 1004.50 1.54 49.904 513.00 1004.50 1.52 49.926 514.00 1004.50 1.53 49.910 
512.00 11Xa00 1.54 49.9!11 513.00 1m5.oo 1.54 49.904 514.m 1m5.oo 1.49 49._ 
512.00 Im5.50 1.54 49.9!11 513.00 1m5.50 1.50 49948 514.00 1005.50 1.45 49.992 
512.00 1!Xl6.oo I.~ 49.892 513.00 1!Xl6.oo 1.52 49.920 514.00 1!Xl6.oo 1.46 49._ 
512.00 1!Xl650 LSI! 49.1!60 513.m 1!Xl6.50 1.54 49.9IXi 514.00 1!Xl6.50 1.49 49.950 
512.00 1007.00 1.63 49.814 513.fll ((XI7.OO 1.5'1 49.852 514.00 1007.00 I.~ 49._ 
512.00 1007.50 1.70 49.748 513m 1007.50 1.64 49.1Il2 514m 1(l(17.50 1.61 49.1132 
512.00 I(DUx) 1.68 49.766 513.m ((XII.oo 1.67 49776 514.00 1(l(J!.m 1.61 49.830 
512.00 1(l(J!50 1.66 49.782 513m 1(l(J!.50 1.66 49 7116 514.00 1(l(J!50 1.64 49.1Il2 
512.00 ((109.m 1.69 49.7S1! 513.m l(l()9m 1.68 49.764 514.00 l(l()9oo 1.65 49.7'Xl 
512.00 1(l()9.50 1.67 49.776 513.00 1(l()9.50 1.69 49.754 514.m 1(l()9.50 1.64 49.1IXl 
512.00 1010.00 1.66 49.7K4 513.00 1010.m 1.63 49.812 514.00 IOlO.m 1.60 49.840 
512.00 1010.50 1.61 49.1132 513.fll 1010.50 1.61 49.1132 514.m 1010.50 LSI! 49._ 
512.00 IOII.m 1.56 49._ 513.m 1011.00 1.57 49.876 514.00 1011.00 1.53 49.912 
512.00 1011.50 1.52 49.928 513.00 1011.50 1.55 49.896 514.00 1011.50 1.55 49.896 
512.00 1012.00 1.50 49.94K 513.fll 1012m 1.53 49.918 514.00 1012.00 1.51 49.930 
512.00 1012.50 1.49 49.954 51300 101250 1.52 49.926 514.m 1012.50 1.49 49.954 
512.00 1013.00 1.4:1 5O.oI2 513.00 1013.m 1.45 49.992 514.00 1013.m 1.48 49.'162 
512.00 1013.50 1.39 5O.0SI! 513.00 1013.50 1.42 50.022 514.00 1013.50 1.49 49.9SI! 
512.00 1014.00 1.36 50._ 513.00 1014.m 1.40 50.046 514.m 1014.00 1.46 49._ 
512.00 1014.50 1.37 50.1170 513.m 1014.50 1.40 50044 514.00 1014.50 1.47 49.972 
512.00 1015.m 1.36 50._ 513.00 1015.!KI 1.43 50.018 514.m 1015.00 1.50 49.94K 
512.50 1015.m 1.36 50.!1!4 513.50 1015.m 1.48 49962 514.50 1015.00 I.~ 49._ 
512.50 1014.50 1.37 50.070 513.50 1014.~l 1.4:1 50.016 514.50 1014.50 1.52 49.924 
512.50 1014.00 1.37 50.!I74 513.50 1014.!KI 1.42 50.024 514.50 1014.00 1.52 49.928 
512.50 1013.50 1.311 50.062 513.50 101350 1.45 49.996 514.50 1013.50 1.51 49.'1.l2 
512.50 IOI3.m 1.46 49982 513.50 1013.00 1.48 49962 514.~l 1013.00 1.52 49.926 
512.50 1012.50 1.50 49944 513.~l 1012.50 1.51 49.936 514.50 1012.50 1.50 4994K 
512.~l 1012.m 1.50 49942 513.50 1012.m 1.53 49.914 514.50 1012.00 1.52 49.924 
512.~l 1011.50 1.53 49.910 513.~l 1011.~l 1.53 49912 514.50 1011.50 152 49.924 
512.50 1011.m 1.56 49.l1li4 513.50 IOll.m 1.54 49.902 514.~l 1011.00 1.55 49._ 
512.50 1010.50 1.63 49.816 513.50 1010.50 1.57 49.K7Il 514.50 1010.50 1.5'1 49.852 
512.50 IOlO.m 1.65 49792 513.~l IOlO.m 1.63 49.818 514.~l 1010.00 1.60 49.840 
512.50 1(l()9.50 1.69 49.754 513.~l 1(l()9.50 1.65 49.792 514.50 1(l()9.50 1.62 49.826 
512.50 1(l()9.oo 1.70 49.744 513.~l 1(l()9.1x) 1.66 49.7l1li 514.50 1(l(l9.oo 1.62 49.826 
512.50 1(l(J!.50 1.67 49.m 513.50 1(l(J!.50 1.67 49.718 514.50 1(l(J!.50 1.61 49.1132 
512.50 1(l(J!.m 1.67 49774 513.50 1(l(J!.m 1.60 49.840 514.50 1(l(J!.m 1.60 49.842 
512.50 1007.50 1.64 49.lOI 513.50 ((Xl7.50 lSI! 49.862 514.~l 1(l(17.50 LSI! 49._ 
512.50 1007.m 1.61 49.836 513.50 l007m I.SI! 49._ 514.50 1(l(J7.m 1.53 49.912 
512.50 1!Xl6.50 1.56 49._ 513.50 1!Xl6.~l 1.52 49.922 514.50 1(l()6~l 1.51 49.'1.l2 
512.50 1!Xl6.m I.~ 49.K94 513.50 1!Xl6.m 1.48 49.962 514.50 1(l()6(l(l 1.48 49.'162 
512.~l 1005.50 1.52 49.926 513.50 1(QI.~l 1.46 49._ 514.50 1(Xl5.50 1.46 49._ 
512.50 1(QI.oo 1.54 49.9IXi 513.50 1(QI.m 1.50 49948 514.50 1(QI.oo 1.49 49.950 
512.50 1000.~l 1.53 49.912 513.50 1000.~l 154 49.902 514.50 1004.50 1.53 49.914 
512.50 1000.m 1.51 49.'1.14 513.50 1004.00 1.54 49.9IXi 514.50 1004.00 1.54 49.904 
512.50 1003.50 1.53 49.914 513.50 1003.50 1.56 49.882 514.50 1003.50 I.SI! 49._ 
512.50 1000.m 1.60 49.K4K 513.50 ((XlJ.m 1.64 49.808 514.~l 1000.fll 1.60 49.842 
512.50 1002.~l 1.61 49.830 513.50 1(l(l2.50 1.65 49.796 514.50 1002.50 1.63 49.812 
512.50 1002.m 1.62 49.820 513.~l 1002.m 1.62 49.824 514.50 1(l(l2.m 1.61 49.K3K 
512.50 1001.50 1.63 49.818 513.50 Iml.~l 1.65 49.790 514.50 Iml.50 1.60 49.K44 
512.~l 1001.00 1.65 49.7911 513.50 Iml.m 1.66 49.7116 514.50 1001.00 1.61 49.1130 
512.50 1(Xl).50 1.63 49.814 513.~l ((lOO50 1.61 49.1132 514.50 1(Xl).50 1.60 49._ 
SI2.50 l(l(l)oo 1.63 49.810 SI3.50 ((Ol.m 161 49.1136 SI4.~) 1(Xl).oo 1.56 49.l1li4 
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X-Grid Y-Grid CenlerRod 
Coordinate Coordinate R<ading Elevation 

(m) (m) (m) (m) 
515.00 1<XXl.00 1.55 49.89:! 
515.00 1<XXl.50 1.56 49.884 
515.00 1001.00 1.56 49.882 
515.00 1001.50 1.57 49.1l78 
515.00 1002.00 1.!tI 49.862 
515.00 1002.50 1.!tI 49.866 
515.00 1003.00 1.59 49.1154 
515.00 1003.50 1.56 49.886 
515.00 1004.00 1.53 49.910 
515.00 1004.50 1.50 49.942 
515.00 1005.00 1.51 49.932 
515.00 1005.50 1.52 49.9".2 
515.00 1006.00 1.50 49.9411 
515.00 1006.50 1.51 49.938 
515.00 1007.00 1.51 49.934 
515.00 1007.50 1.52 49.920 
515.00 IlXII.oo 1.55 49.1194 
515.00 IlXII.50 1.57 49.1172 
515.00 1009.00 1.!tI 49.862 
515.00 1009.50 1.61 49.832 
515.00 1010.00 1.61 49.836 
515.00 1010.50 1.60 49.840 
515.00 1011.00 1.59 49.851! 
515.00 1011.50 1.59 49.1154 
515.00 1012.00 1.!tI 49.862 
515.00 1012.50 1.56 49.884 
515.00 1013.00 1.57 49.874 
515.00 1013.50 1.54 49.9(11 
515.00 1014.00 1.55 49.892 
515.00 1014.50 1.57 49.1172 
515.!Xl 1015.00 1.57 49.874 
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Appendix D. Example of Cesium Gradiometer Survey Raw Data 

lop Bottom 
Local x- LocaIY- Magnetomete Magnetometer Vertical 

Grid Grid r Magnitude Magnitude Gradient 
Position (m) Position (m) (nT) (nT) (0.5m1nT) Line Clock JulianDate 

500.00 1000.00 53424.30 53419.94 8.719 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.03 53424.41 53420.11 8.602 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.05 53424.61 53420.28 8.656 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.08 53424.48 53420.30 8.344 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.11 53424.57 53420.50 8.148 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.13 53424.54 53420.72 7.641 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.16 53424.58 53420.92 7.312 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.18 53424.61 53421.00 7.211 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.21 53424.68 53421.15 7.062 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.24 53424.71 53421.21 7.000 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.26 53424.59 53421.27 6.656 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.29 53424.64 53421.50 6.289 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.32 53424.72 53421.79 5.867 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.34 53424.74 53421.95 5.578 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.37 53424.87 53422.39 4.961 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.39 53424.95 53422.73 4.422 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.42 53424.91 53423.04 3.742 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.45 53424.87 53423.37 3.000 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.47 53424.85 53423.60 2.508 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.50 53424.86 53423.76 2.195 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.53 53424.86 53424.04 1.648 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.55 53425.04 53424.55 0.969 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.58 53425.11 53424.93 0.359 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.61 53424.96 53425.29 -0.648 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.63 53424.96 53425.64 -1.352 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.66 53424.89 53425.93 -2.086 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.68 53424.97 53426.24 -2.531 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.71 53424.87 53426.52 -3.297 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.74 53425.12 53426.87 -3.508 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.76 53424.80 53426.61 -3.617 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.79 53424.76 53426.68 -3.828 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.82 53424.82 53426.65 -3.664 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.84 53424.86 53426.72 -3.711 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.87 53424.69 53426.77 -4.172 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.89 53424.63 53426.77 -4.281 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.92 53424.81 53427.10 -4.570 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.95 53424.57 53426.75 -4.367 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1000.97 53424.68 53426.88 -4.406 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1001.00 53424.61 53426.82 -4.430 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1001.02 53424.55 53426.92 -4.727 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1001.05 53424.40 53426.73 -4.664 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1001.07 53424.46 53426.72 -4.523 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1001.10 53424.40 53426.55 -4.289 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1001.12 53424.13 53426.25 -4.227 0.00 12.00 84.00 
500.00 1001.15 53423.91 53425.95 -4.070 0.00 12.00 84.00 
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Appendix E. GSSl's soon settings 


Antenna type 

Data collection mode 

Range 

Samples per scan 

Resolution 

Number of gain points 

Vertical high pass filter 

Vertical low pass filter 

Scans per second 

Horizontal smoothing 

Transmit rate 

Depth of viewing window 

500MHz 

Continuous 

lOOns 

512 

8 bits 

5 

62.5MHz 

lOOOMHz 

32 

4 scans 

64K H z 

Approximately 5m 


(assuming a dielectric constant of 9) 
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Appendix F. Ground Penetrating Radar Raw Profiles 
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Appendix G. R esul ts of Diffe rent Slice P a r amete rs 
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